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EXT. CORNELLE RANCH - CATTLE LOT - DAY

A strong wooden fence around a dirt lot, filled with cattle.
Nearby, a barn. RANCH HANDS go about branding the cattle: A
CIRCLE with a TRIANGLE in the center.

In the thick of all this is EDWARD CORNELLE (late 40s/early
50s), Native American, tall, sharp, dressed in black and
white. His very long hair is tied back in a bun, tied off
with a leather cord. He has a BLACK EYE.

Watching from the fence, MARY CORNELLE (mid 40s), Native
American, beautiful, carries herself well, in a brown dress
and white blouse. A LOCKET around her neck. Edward winks at
her, and she smiles.

Next to her is JANE CORNELLE (very early 20s), their
daughter. She's in a brown skirt and white blouse, and
boots. She looks ready to jump off that fence.

When Jane speaks the CROW DIALECT when with her mother and/
or father, unless noted.

JANE
Can I help, father?

EDWARD
It's up to your mother!

MARY
Oh, it is? Do you really think we
could stop this one?

Jane hops down. A ranch hand hands her his rope.

EDWARD
Hang on, now.

The cow jerks left and right. The other ranch hands have no
problem hanging on.

Jane gets pulled off her feet.

She face plants in the dirt, but she's up, bloody nose and
all, grabs the rope, and helps subdue the cow.

They get the cow down, and a ranch hand brands it.

They release the cow and it runs off. Jane watches it,
smiling, proud of herself. Her father comes up.

(CONTINUED)



EDWARD (cont'd)
Good work, Jane. We'll make a rancher
out of you yet.

The LUNCH BELL rings.

JANE
I have to go!

EDWARD
Whatever for?

JANE
The man who did that to you...

EDWARD
The sheriff is going to deal with him
today, correct?

Jane nods.

MARY
Do you really have to go?

JANE
One of us should be there.

Jane stands firm.

Mary nods. Jane is off.

MARY
She's never seen anything like that.
Not up close.

EDWARD
Maybe she needs to see it.

Mary watches her daughter go, unconvinced.

EXT. TOWN SQUARE - DAY

Dirt streets, wooden structures, townsfolk, horses, etc.
It’s the Old West, and we’re in the thick of it. Horses and
carriages move through the town.

We hear a MAN whimpering, and see boots on dirt.

Then we see the SHERIFF, CLARENCE LANGE (early 30s). Cocky,
dark hair, sharp eyes, in gray and red, black hat, silver
star.

(CONTINUED)
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With him are a few DEPUTIES, all rough and tumble. They wear
dark clothes, and pistols. One has a DOUBLE-BARRELED
SHOTGUN.

Also, the MAYOR, BENJAMIN LANGE (50s), dressed in nice suit,
boots, hat.

BENJAMIN
For the crimes of assault and robbery
against a one Edward James Cornelle,
you are sentenced to die!

Now we see a MAN, tied to a long POLE - think telephone
pole - that is laid out on the ground. Around his neck, two
SIGNS. One reads THEFT, the other ASSAULT. He's dirty and
ragged and scared out of his mind.

The pole is surrounded by a LARGE CROWD of TOWNSFOLK, taking
it all in. This is the spectacle.

At the foot of pole is Jane. She's cleaned up, in a simple
dark blue dress and hat, white blouse. She watches
impassively.

MAN
I... I didn’t --

Clarence walks up, draws his pistol. He places his boot on
the man's neck.

CLARENCE
You know what you did. You take
things from a man, and you do what
you did to him, you pay the price.

MAN
I’m sorry. I’m sorry. I’m sorry.

CLARENCE
Too later for that.

Clarence cocks the pistol.

The man SCREAMS.

BOOM!

A moment. Clarence steps off the man's neck.

CLARENCE (cont'd)
Hoist him up.

(CONTINUED)
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The deputies lift up the pole from the end, then run it up
so it stands.

We see the now dead MAN’s bloody mess of a HEAD.

Jane watches this. She's disgusted.

Clarence approaches her.

Jane speaks in English when she's with non-Crow Indians,
unless otherwise noted.

CLARENCE (cont'd)
Ms. Cornelle.

JANE
Sheriff--

CLARENCE
Please, call me Clarence.

Clarence takes off his hat.

JANE
Yes, Clarence, I understand that this
man assaulted my father, but was...
this truly necessary?

CLARENCE
Well, Jane... I mean, Ms. Cornelle,
it’s a dangerous world. There’s truly
only one way to deal with the likes
of brigands like this. I’m sorry that
it offends you. I truly am. If there
were a better way to deal with it, I
would.

She cocks an eye at him.

JANE
Are you sure about that?

CLARENCE
I am.

a beat( )
I’m surprised your father wasn’t
here.

JANE
He didn’t want to be. I insisted on
taking his place.

(CONTINUED)
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CLARENCE
You did?

JANE
He didn’t think I could handle
myself.

CLARENCE
I have no doubt that you can.

She cocks her head to the side. She doesn’t trust his
sincerity.

JANE
Then I suppose that will have to do.
Now, if you’ll excuse me, I must be
off. There are coyotes preying on my
father's herd.

CLARENCE
Why don’t you just let your father
take care of them?

Jane shakes her head.

JANE
Sorry, Clarence! I have work to do!

Jane walks off, cocky smile on her face. Clarence shakes his
head, crooked smile, and watches her go.

Benjamin rides up on a beautiful horse. The saddle and reins
are very new.

CLARENCE
Hello, father.

BENJAMIN
Well, that was certainly a mess.

CLARENCE
It usually is.

BENJAMIN
Are you coming with me to the
Cornelle Ranch? You need to let Mr.
Cornelle about...

CLARENCE
About the man missing half his skull
in our town square? I’m sure he
knows. You’re going anyway, I
presume.

(CONTINUED)
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BENJAMIN
It needs to be formal.

CLARENCE
Of course it does. And I'm sure
that's not the only reason you're
going.

Benjamin shifts in the saddle. He looks away from Clarence.

BENJAMIN
Our cattle aren’t selling for what
they once did.

CLARENCE
No one's cattle is selling for what
it once did.

BENJAMIN
Except for Edward Cornelle's. As
mayor, I have to keep up certain
appearances.

CLARENCE
I’m sure you do.

BENJAMIN
This is for the best, Clarence. We
partner with the Cornelles, we could
save our ranch.

He turns the horse and rides off. Clarence watches him go.

EXT. CORNELLE RANCH - CATTLE LOT - DAY

BENJAMIN (O.S.)
Edward!

Edward turns, sees Benjamin ride up.

EDWARD
Mr. Mayor! Good to see you.

BENJAMIN
Please, call me Benjamin.

EDWARD
Good to see you, Benjamin. What
brings you here this fine day?

Edward hops down from the post. Benjamin dismounts.

(CONTINUED)
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BENJAMIN
I just wanted to tell you in person
that the man who robbed you has been
dealt with.

EDWARD
And by “dealt with” you mean he’s up
on that pole of yours.

BENJAMIN
Indeed I do. But that’s not the only
reason I came here today.

EDWARD
It’s not?

BENJAMIN
No. I was wondering if you’d be
interested in joining me and
combining our ranches.

EDWARD
To what end?

BENJAMIN
To start, we’d controlbbb a majority
of the cattle in the region, if not
the territory. Around 90%. If we
controlled that much, we could just
about name our price.

Edward looks out over his herd, watches his ranch hands work
with the cows.

EDWARD
That’s an impressive number, 90%.

BENJAMIN
If we combined herds, standardized
the feed for them... we’d be real
businessmen with a real business.

EDWARD
I’m not sure how I feel about being a
“real” businessman.

Benjamin’s face falls.

EDWARD (cont'd)
Why don’t we discuss this further
this evening. Over supper at my home.
Bring your son.

(CONTINUED)
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BENJAMIN
Why, that’s a fine idea, Edward. We
would be delighted to come.

EDWARD
Then it’s settled. We eat at 8.

EXT. CORNELLE RANCH - FIELD - DAY

Rolling plain. We see some cows in the distance.

A LARGE TREE, full of leaves and gnarled branches. A horse
is hitched to it, doing horse things.

EXT. TREE - DAY

Jane sits up in this tree, and she watches the plain with a
WINCHESTER rifle.

TWO GUNS (40s), her uncle, rides up to her. He keeps his
very long hair up in a bun, wears a UNION SOLDIER’S JACKET,
wide brimmed felt hat, pants and rugged boots. At his waist,
two Colt .45s.

He spots Jane in the tree.

Jane and Two Guns speak in the Crow dialect when together,
unless otherwise noted.

TWO GUNS
Jane!

Jane turns, waves to him.

JANE
Uncle Two Guns! Have you come to see
mother?

He stops at the base of the tree.

TWO GUNS
I have. What are you doing?

JANE
Father said coyotes have been
attacking the herd.

TWO GUNS
So you thought you’d help out.

(CONTINUED)
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JANE
I don’t mind.

Off in the distance, a lone COYOTE. Jane spots it. She takes
aim with the rifle.

She shoots.

BOOM!

The coyote starts. It looks like it’s about to run, but no.
It looks around, then continues.

TWO GUNS
If you aren’t going to kill it, then
what’s the point? You think they
scare easily?

JANE
It was a warning.

TWO GUNS
It’s a coyote, Jane. Now shoot him.

She’s unsure, but he motions for her to continue. She raises
the rifle, aims, shoots.

BOOM!

The coyote goes down.

TWO GUNS (cont'd)
Good shot. Now go finish him off.

JANE
No! He’ll be a warning to the others.

TWO GUNS
They’re animals, Jane. If that was a
man, then he could be a warning. The
only way you’ll stop the coyotes is
if you kill them all. So go and
finish him off.

She looks to Two Guns for a moment, then over to the coyote.

She climbs down from the tree and heads over to the animal.
Two Guns dismounts from the horse and follows her.

CONTINUED:
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EXT. CORNELLE RANCH - FIELD - DAY

Jane comes to the coyote, Two Guns right with her. It’s
foreleg is a bloody stump. The animal suffers.

JANE
Oh, dear lord!

She covers her mouth and looks away.

TWO GUNS
Finish it.

She shakes her head.

JANE
No. Can you?

TWO GUNS
You started this, Jane. Now finish
him off.

She turns and looks at the beast. The animal whimpers, tries
to drag itself away.

TWO GUNS (cont'd)
Put your foot on his neck. Hold him
down so he doesn’t bite you.

Jane places her foot on the coyote’s neck. It growls, tries
to bite her. She pushes down harder.

She pushes the barrel of the gun against the animal’s head,
holds its head against the ground. She cocks the gun, steels
herself, shoots.

The coyote’s head splatters.

Jane pulls her foot back. There’s blood on her boot.

TWO GUNS (cont'd)
Good work.

She steps away, keeps an eye on it. One of the eyes has
popped out of its head. It looks right back at her.

EXT. CORNELLE RANCH HOUSE - EVENING

Edward rides up to his home. The house a single-story ranch-
style house, made out of logs. He’s in a jacket now, hat is
on his head. He rides with confidence.
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INT. CORNELLE RANCH HOUSE - EVENING

The house has only one large space.

There are two beds against separate walls, one for Jane, the
other for Edward and Mary. BOOKS sit piled under Jane's bed.

There's a kitchen space and hearth for cooking to one side.
There's fireplace with some chairs to the other.

In the center of the room is a large, circular table, with
chairs around it. It's all purpose.

Edward enters, hat in hand, to see Mary.

Two Guns is there, too, who stands, almost in defiance of
his surroundings.

Mary sits in one of the chairs, facing her brother.

Mary and Two Guns speak in the Crow dialect.

MARY
You’re alone out there. I think they
would take you back if you went and
spoke with them.

TWO GUNS
This isn’t something you just go and
talk about.

EDWARD
Good evening, Two Guns.

TWO GUNS
Good evening, Edward.

Edward comes forward, gives Mary a kiss on the cheek, shakes
Two Guns’ hand before giving him a hug. Two Guns doesn't hug
him back at first.

EDWARD
Are you staying with us this evening?

TWO GUNS
I don’t think so, no.

EDWARD
That’s too bad. Benjamin Lange is
coming over this evening.

MARY
And why are the Langes coming over?

(CONTINUED)
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EDWARD
Benjamin wants to speak with me about
combining the ranches. According to
him, we’d control 90% of the cattle
in the region.

TWO GUNS
You shouldn’t join with this man. He
doesn’t treat his animals well.

EDWARD
Why do you care what he does with his
cattle?

TWO GUNS
How he treats his animals says much
about him as a man.

Two Guns looks out the window. It’s getting dark.

TWO GUNS (cont'd)
I have to go if I want to get to my
camp before it’s too dark.

Mary stands and takes his hand.

MARY
Take care of yourself. You’re the
only brother I have.

They hug. He and Edward shake hands again. Once he’s gone...

MARY (cont'd)
I don’t like the Langes, either.

EDWARD
Neither do I. Or his son for that
matter.

MARY
Oh?

EDWARD
I will hear him out. We might
disagree on how to run a ranch, but
as I’ve said before--

MARY
Maybe something will come of it.

(CONTINUED)
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EDWARD
smiles( )

Good. Now, we should get ready for
them.

He kisses her on the cheek, and she smiles, touches his
face.

EXT. ROAD - NIGHT

Benjamin and Clarence in a one horse carriage, Clarence at
the reins, dressed to the nines.

Benjamin looks nervous. He takes of his hat, turns it in his
hands a few times.

CLARENCE
It’s going to be fine.

BENJAMIN
I know.

INT. CORNELLE RANCH HOUSE - NIGHT

Cozy, fireplace, a nice warm blaze. The spread is nice, and
everyone seems to be enjoying their meal.

Edward is across from Mary. Benjamin sits to his right,
Clarence to his left. Jane in between her mother and
Clarence.

BENJAMIN
We ride in together.

EDWARD
Together?

BENJAMIN
To let the auctioneers know our
intentions, as it were. Of course,
this would just be an announcement.
Next year, we’d go in together as a
real company. Now, I had my
accountant do the books, based on
what we know about your ranch. Of
course, we used much guesswork.

EDWARD
Of course.

(CONTINUED)
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BENJAMIN
We would do the split 65/35. I have
the bigger ranch, and larger herd, so
it would make sense that way.

EDWARD
You may have a larger herd, but with
all due respect, I know my cattle are
worth more per-hundred weight. The
split would have to be 50/50. If the
quality of your cattle were higher,
then maybe we could split in your
favor.

BENJAMIN
rankled( )

And how do you suggest I raise the
quality of my herd?

EDWARD
I could sell you one of my bulls.

BENJAMIN
I’ll have to think on that.

Down at the other side of the table, Clarence leans toward
Jane in order to speak privately with her.

CLARENCE
So I understand that you took care of
a coyote today.

JANE
I’m just keeping my ranch healthy.

CLARENCE
Your ranch? I see. You want to ride
horses, herd cattle, and shoot
coyotes?

JANE
Yes, I suppose I do.

CLARENCE
Well, you know, I wouldn’t, uh, I
wouldn’t want you to just sit at
home. You could go out and run your
ranch. We could do it together.

JANE
Excuse me?

Benjamin looks over.

(CONTINUED)
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CLARENCE
I just... I mean... I was hoping I
could have your hand... if you
understand me.

JANE
Oh.

The silence hangs heavy between them.

CLARENCE
I mean--

JANE
I’m sorry, Clarence, I’m just not...
I’m not ready for something like
that. And I don’t know that I ever
will be. And if I was...

Another pause with a heavy silence. Benjamin looks away.

EXT. TOWN SQUARE - NIGHT

The pole is still there with the dead man’s body.

INT. SALOON - NIGHT

Dark wood paneling. Tables wit men drinking and playing
cards and whatnot.

It’s rough around the edges, like it was built from what was
available, and no one bothered to put a shine on the place.
It’s pretty quiet as bars go.

Benjamin and Clarence at the bar, drink beers. Benjamin is
grim. Clarence looks deflated.

BENJAMIN
What were you thinking?

CLARENCE
I--

BENJAMIN
You weren’t thinking! Or you were
thinking with your pecker! Jesus
Christ, Clarence. She doesn’t like
you! No one likes you!

Clarence looks hurt. Takes a drink of beer.

(CONTINUED)
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CLARENCE
I just thought...

BENJAMIN
You just thought what?

CLARENCE
I just thought that if I married her,
we wouldn’t have to worry about
whether or not...

Benjamin shakes his head. Stupid kid.

BENJAMIN
It’s not the worst idea in the world.
But damn it, boy, it’s just not gonna
work.

They sit and drink in silence for a moment.

CLARENCE
If we can’t work with him, we have to
get the land.

BENJAMIN
And how do you propose we do that?

CLARENCE
We get his will.

BENJAMIN
laughs( )

We get his will. And what? Write
ourselves in and wait for him to
die!?!

Clarence waits for his father to finish laughing.

CLARENCE
Last month, Old Man Boyle died. You
remember that?

BENJAMIN
I do. So what?

CLARENCE
He didn’t have a will. Which meant
that the town had domain over his
property.

BENJAMIN
We have a law for that?

(CONTINUED)
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CLARENCE
Town ordinance 18.5.3. Simple enough.
A week has to pass before the
property goes up for sale.

He takes a drink.

BENJAMIN
Why a week?

CLARENCE
Supposedly so we can catalog all
their belongings.

BENJAMIN
But you didn’t do that for Old Man
Boyle.

CLARENCE
He owned a small farm. There wasn’t
much to catalog. And his accounts
were in order.

BENJAMIN
And then what?

CLARENCE
And then, it’s open season for anyone
who can afford it. And all the money
goes into the town coffers.

BENJAMIN
What does “afford it” mean?

CLARENCE
Anyone who can afford about a quarter
what it’s worth.

BENJAMIN
Even at a quarter of what Cornelle's
ranch is worth...

CLARENCE
No one outside of you could afford to
buy it. Yes. I thought of that.

The gears in Ben’s head turn as he takes a drink.

BENJAMIN
But you know Cornelle has a will.

Clarence takes a drink.

(CONTINUED)
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CLARENCE
We just need to destroy it.

BENJAMIN
Just destroy the will. Jesus H.
Christ. How do you imagine we’d do
something like that?

CLARENCE
Same way you do most things in this
town, Mr. Mayor.

Benjamin concedes the point.

BENJAMIN
Then what, pray tell, do you suggest
we do?

Clarence sighs and turns in his seat to face his father.

CLARENCE
I’ll use some of my men.

BENJAMIN
Oh, you trust them?

CLARENCE
stern( )

I do.

BENJAMIN
And they’re just gonna up and help
you, is that it?

CLARENCE
Not without some kind of
compensation, no. How much are you
willing to part with?

Benjamin does some quick math in his head.

BENJAMIN
One percent of the first sale.

CLARENCE
I’ll let them know.

Clarence gets out of his chair.

CONTINUED: (3)
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INT. CORNELLE RANCH HOUSE - NIGHT

Jane, in a nightgown, in bed, reading a BOOK on ANIMAL
HUSBANDRY.

Mary looks in. She’s also dressed for bed.

MARY
Get to sleep.

JANE
It’s father’s book.

MARY
And he can teach you everything it
can. Better, even!

She shuts the book and lays it on the floor.

Mary comes in and sits in the bed.

MARY (cont'd)
You handled yourself well tonight.

JANE
With what?

MARY
With Clarence. He put you in a
difficult position.

Jane frowns and looks ahead.

JANE
I’m not sure that’s something I even
want.

MARY
I know. Your father knows.

Jane looks at her mother, waits for the other shoe to drop.

MARY (cont'd)
You’ll make a good rancher.

A beat, and then Jane looks relieved.

MARY (cont'd)
Good night, Jane.

She tucks in.

(CONTINUED)
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JANE
Good night, mother.

Mary heads out.

INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - NIGHT

Plain, wooden panels, a desk with a lit lamp, a GUN RACK
with rifles and shotguns. There are wanted posters, and
whatnot. All that you’d expect from this place.

At the desk, JOE (mid 20s), stocky and grim. He needs to
shave. He’s the one who carries a double-barreled shotgun.

Behind the desk is a COT.

On the cot, ARCHER (late 20s/early 30s). He’s a very hairy
man. He could use a bath. His clothes are dirty.

Clarence enters, and both men stand.

CLARENCE
Joe, Archer, I need you to get Robert
and Pedro.

ARCHER
They were on the day shift, Sheriff.
They’re probably all asleep by now.

CLARENCE
Well, you better go wake ‘em up. This
is pretty important.

JOE
Yes, sir, Sheriff.

The men stand, grab their guns, and head out.

Clarence has a poker face as they walk out the door.

EXT. CORNELLE RANCH - CATTLE LOT - DAY

Edward and his men brand more cattle. It’s hard work.

Jane sits on the fence, watches the men work.

Edward sees her watching them.

EDWARD
Are you just going to sit there and
watch?

(CONTINUED)
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Her face brightens and she jumps down.

EXT. CORNELLE RANCH HOUSE - DUSK

Jane and Edward ride up, dirty from their work. Jane is
animated, Edward patient.

JANE
That’s nearly a year!

EDWARD
That’s about as long as it took you
to come into the world.

They look ahead to the house and see Mary standing on the
PORCH, waiting for them.

MARY
Supper’s on the table, you two.

They hop off their horses. Jane takes the reins from her
father.

JANE
I’ll take care of them, father.

MARY
And then you get cleaned up.

JANE
Yes, ma’am.

Jane leads the horses away.

Edward steps onto the porch, kisses his wife.

MARY
Your boots.

He sits on the railing and starts to take off his mud caked
boots.

EDWARD
All she wants to do is wrangle
cattle.

MARY
You ever think you’d have a daughter
like that?

Edward looks after Jane.

(CONTINUED)
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EDWARD
She’ll run this place like a clock
when it’s all hers.

They see Jane enter the barn.

INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - NIGHT

Clarence looks over his men.

Robert is a black man. He has a scar across his face.

Pedro actually looks like a nice guy. His necklace of small
human bones suggests otherwise.

There’s Archer, much as we saw him before. He’s a little
cleaner this time around. But not much.

CLARENCE
Are we all clear on why we’re here?

JOE
Kill the man if we need to. Leave the
women alive.

CLARENCE
That’s right. Scare them. Nothin’
else.

PEDRO
What if they get rough back?

CLARENCE
I don’t see that as being much of a
problem. But who knows. Now, we're
gonna pay the Cornelle's a visit, get
what we need, and then get the hell
out. Am I clear?

They all nod and speak their affirmatives.

CLARENCE (cont'd)
All right, let’s ride!

They head out.

INT. CORNELLE RANCH HOUSE - NIGHT

Jane reads her book.

(CONTINUED)
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Edward sits by the fireplace across from Mary, who reads a
book. He watches his daughter read. She starts to nod off. A
moment later, she puts the book down and tucks in.

Edward smiles, then stands. He goes to the door and checks
that it's locked.

EXT. ROAD - NIGHT

Clarence and his men ride.

Clarence stops them before they make it to the Cornelle
ranch. They all get into a rough circle on their horses.

CLARENCE
Masks on!

They’re off again, and a moment later, they’re at the ranch.

All the men pull on masks except for Clarence. Pedro gets
down and opens the gate. The men ride through.

INT. CORNELLE RANCH HOUSE - NIGHT

Edward sits on the edge of the bed (pants already off) and
pulls off his shirt. Mary, already in bed, touches his back.

EDWARD
You’re awake.

MARY
I couldn’t sleep.

EDWARD
Oh?

MARY
No reason.

Edward swings his legs into bed, kisses his wife.

EDWARD
I love you.

MARY
I love you, too.

They tuck in and spoon.

CONTINUED:
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EXT. CORNELLE RANCH - FIELD - NIGHT

Clarence and his men ride along. He HOLDS UP A HAND for them
to stop. He looks into the distance before them and sees the
light of the Cornelle Ranch House.

CLARENCE
Everyone down.

They dismount.

JOE
What's the plan?

CLARENCE
The horses are too loud.

He heads toward the house.

INT. CORNELLE RANCH HOUSE - NIGHT

Jane looks out the window. The moonlight falls on her face.
She can't see the ground, but she can see the treeline off
in the distance.

EXT. CORNELLE RANCH HOUSE - NIGHT

Clarence and his men approach. They're hunched down, weapons
at the ready. Clarence, Pedro, and Archer carry SMALL
TORCHES.

They move quickly to the front door.

Pedro leads the way and is the first one to step onto the
porch. His footstep is heavy.

INT. CORNELLE RANCH HOUSE - NIGHT

Jane hears the first THUMP of Pedro's footstep. She starts
to rise when

PEDRO KICKS IN THE FRONT DOOR!

He's in the room and on top of Edward, who struggles up.

The other men enter, weapons at the ready. They're all
yelling contradictory commands. Robert helps Pedro pull
Edward from the bed and deposit the man on the floor.

Joe grabs Mary and throws her to the floor.

(CONTINUED)
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Archer grabs Jane by the dress-front and drags her to the
floor by her father.

Clarence - mask free - enters. His gun is holstered.

EDWARD
Clarence! What--

CLARENCE
Shut up, Edward. Don’t waste your
breath. You know why I’m here.

Clarence goes to the table in the center of the room and
lights the oil lamp with his torch.

Pedro and Archer do the same with other lamps.

MARY
Please let us go, Clarence. Please.

CLARENCE
to his men( )

Do you think we could find it in our
hearts to let this good, God fearing
family go?

The men laugh. He goes over and throws his torch in the
fireplace. Archer and Pedro do the same.

CLARENCE (cont'd)
Give me your will, Edward, and this
will be over.

EDWARD
Why do you need my will?

Clarence sighs. Rubs the bridge of his nose.

CLARENCE
I had to explain why to my father,
God bless him, and I’m not going to
waste time explaining it to you.

He turns to Edward.

CLARENCE (cont'd)
Let’s just say if you can give me
your will, then I promise you on my
dear mother’s grave I will let your
wife and daughter go.

The implications dawn on Edward.

(CONTINUED)
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EDWARD
I don’t have it.

CLARENCE
Perhaps you need some persuasion in
the matter.

to his men( )
Gentlemen, do what you will with the
good Mrs. Cornelle.

The men take Mary, hold her up.

Edward leaps up, but Clarence draws his revolver and smashes
him in the back of the head with the butt.

Edward stumbles. Clarence grabs him by his tied up hands,
and holds him with a strong grip.

Archer holds Mary by the neck from behind, choking her. Joe
and Robert look her over.

JOE
Too old for my tastes.

ROBERT
Mine, too.

ARCHER
I'll take her.

Archer forces Mary down on her knees. Her eyes are on Edward
and Jane.

Archer undoes his pants and starts to work them off.

Edward’s eyes go wide. He fights against Clarence’s hold.

MARY
I love you.

Clarence shoves Edward down on the floor, puts his knee in
the man’s back and digs it in.

Archer's pants are down around his ankles. The men laugh.
Archer is worked up.

EDWARD
You bastard! You bastard!

Edward startles and Jane screams as CLARENCE SHOOTS Mary in
the HEAD. Blood sprays onto Archer's body.
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The room is silent for a moment. Then the moment clicks with
Edward and Jane. 

Archer isn't too happy either.

EDWARD (cont'd)
No! No! No no no no nooo!

ARCHER
Jesus Christ!

He pulls up his pants and cleans up.

CLARENCE
So? Where is it?

The men look over to Jane, pull her up.

There’s no doubt what they want. They start to undo her
clothes. She does her best to fight them, but she’s tired.

EDWARD
In a safe.

CLARENCE
Where?

EDWARD
Under the bed.

Clarence nods to Pedro, who goes to the bed, kneels, reaches
under.

He comes back out.

PEDRO
There's nothing under there.

CLARENCE
You wouldn't lie to me, now would
you, Edward?

Edward looks to Jane. She's scared.

EDWARD
Okay.

INT. CORNELLE RANCH HOUSE - NIGHT

Pedro and Joe lift Edward's bed. Embedded in the floor is a
SAFE with a combination lock. Clarence comes over and looks.
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CLARENCE
What’s the combination?

EDWARD
42 left, 15 right, 23 left.

Clarence tries it. No go.

He sighs, comes over and punches Edward a few times.

CLARENCE
You were saying?

EDWARD
It's old. You need to finesse it
open.

Clarence looks at his men and laughs.

CLARENCE
smirking( )

"Finesse it open?"

Joe punches Edward in the gut.

Clarence motions to his men to let Edward over to the safe.

Edward approaches, dials the combination in, grabs the
handle, wiggles it, then leans his weight into the handle as
he turns it.

The safe opens.

Edward sits over the safe, looks inside. 

Clarence watches Edward lean forward and reach into the safe
and pull something out.

It doesn't register at first that Edward has pulled a PISTOL
out of the safe. He aims it at Pedro, the nearest of
Clarence's men, and FIRES.

Pedro's chest explodes in a burst of blood.

Joe raises his shotgun and BLOWS EDWARD'S HAND CLEAN OFF.

Edward cries out in pain. Jane screams.

JANE
No! No! Please, stop!

Clarence and his men work Edward over, leaving the man a
bloody pulp.

(CONTINUED)
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JANE (cont'd)
Don't kill him! Please! Let him go!

CLARENCE
to his men( )

That's enough. Let the man be.

His men back off. Jane comes over and helps her father up.
She takes her father's stump and tries to squeeze it shut.

EDWARD
My belt.

Jane goes to the foot of her father's bed. Archer stands
between her and her father's pants. A moment. They lock
eyes. Then he moves.

She grabs the pants, pulls the belt, goes back to her father
and wraps the belt around the stump, pulls it tight,
staunching the blood flow.

Clarence goes over to the safe. It’s full of papers. He
finds the will.

CLARENCE
Here we are.

He looks it over. Satisfied, he holds it over the flame of
the oil lamp on the table. He drops it when it burns.

Archer grabs Jane, and Robert grabs Edward, pulling them
apart.

Edward fights against Robert, and Joe comes over and sticks
a thumb into Edward’s stump. Edward screams.

Archer tears Jane’s nightgown's top away, leaving her bare.
She yelps and frees an arm, scratches Archer’s face. He
laughs and throws her down, kicks her in the stomach.

Archer goes to undo his pants again, but Clarence steps
forward.

CLARENCE (cont'd)
Stop! I won’t have this.

Everyone calms down and looks to Clarence.

JOE
Do tell.
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CLARENCE
This young lady, Jane Cornelle...
I’ve been fond of her for quite some
time. I won’t have any of you
touching her in such a manner.

He looks down at her and shoots her a smile. Her brow
furrows in confusion.

CLARENCE (cont'd)
At least, not until I’ve had my
taste.

The men laugh, Edward struggles.

Clarence undoes his pants as he approaches Jane. Joe comes
and helps Archer hold her tight as she struggles.

Clarence forces her legs open and rapes her as she screams
in agony. The men laugh and cheer Clarence on.

Edward struggles against Robert, who pinions him down to the
floor. Edward doesn't give up the fight the entire time.

CLARENCE (cont'd)
whispers to Jane( )

This is what you get.

It’s over. Jane cries. Edward cries. Clarence stands. Wipes
his brow, does up his pants. The men laugh. Clarence kicks
Jane in the stomach a few times.

CLARENCE (cont'd)
I leave her to you all.

Clarence spits on Jane.

Archer pulls Jane up. She screams and fights. Joe punches
her a few times. When he’s done, her face is a mess.

Edward screams and struggles and shouts for mercy.

CLARENCE (cont'd)
Will someone shut the old man up.

Joe goes plants a foot on Edward’s neck. He reloads this
shotgun, then places the barrel against Edward’s head.
Edward doesn’t stop screaming until the shotgun goes off.

Blood splatters Jane’s face. Jane screams.
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EXT. CORNELLE RANCH HOUSE - NIGHT

Clarence comes outside. Stands a few steps outside the door
and looks up at the moon. He listens to Jane scream and
fight. He listens to his men laugh. He spits and walks away.

INT. CORNELLE RANCH HOUSE - DEN - DAY

Jane gasps awake. Her eyes wide open. She coughs.

Her right eye is swollen. Someone cut a GLASGOW SMILE into
her cheeks. Flaps of skin reveal her teeth.

She picks herself up off the floor and sits. Dazed. The
place is on FIRE.

There's a long SMEAR OF BLOOD on the floor where Clarence
and his men dragged Pedro's body away.

Jane sees her father’s body, missing most of his skull and
face.

And her mother, who has a bloody mess in the back of her
skull, and is missing most of her lower jaw.

Jane crawls over, turns her mother's body over. She undoes
the clasp on her mother's locket and gently removes it.

Jane thumbs open the face of the locket revealing a TINY
DAGUERROTYPE of herself on one side, and her father on the
other.

Something in her cracks, and she WAILS like a wild animal.

EXT. CORNELLE RANCH HOUSE - DAY

Smoke from the burning house billows up to the sky.

Jane walks away from the house, which is engulfed in flame.
She’s in plain clothes, long coat, hat, a scarf around her
face. We can see her eyes. She’s cleaned herself up as best
she could.

She hugs the ANIMAL HUSBANDRY BOOK close to her chest with
one hand, and clutches her mother's locket in her other.

EXT. CORNELLE RANCH - DAY

The edge of the ranch at the gate. Jane approaches the gate.
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She climbs up the gate, looks both ways down the road. The
left is clear. The right is clear.

She climbs down, opens the gate, and walks out.

EXT. VALLEY - DAY

A beautiful valley, lush, verdant. Trees line a RIVER that
winds its way along.

EXT. TWO GUNS’ CAMP - DAY

A large TEEPEE, a HORSE hitched to a nearby tree. Two Guns
sits by a fire, roasting a rabbit. His jacket is off. He’s
still wearing his guns.

The horse startles. Two Guns is up, a revolver in his hand.

There’s Jane, battered, bleeding, and bruised, coming to
him, crying.

She pulls down the scarf, revealing the loose flaps of skin
that were once her cheeks.

JANE
Uncle Two Guns?

Stunned, Two Guns lowers his gun.

EXT. TWO GUNS’ CAMP - NIGHT

They sit by the fire. Jane is in pants and an undershirt.
Her mother's locket glitters in the firelight.

She has a piece of WOOD IN HER MOUTH like a cigar. Two Guns
sews up her left cheek. It hurts a lot.

TWO GUNS
What happened to their bodies?

Jane takes the wood out of her mouth while Two Guns tightens
the thread in her arm. She winces.

JANE
Ouch! They’re still there.

TWO GUNS
Next time this happens, you sew
yourself up.

(CONTINUED)
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She puts the wood back into her mouth. Two Guns stitches
some more, and she cries out through the wood.

He finishes up, ties off the thread.

The wood falls from her mouth, and she catches it. Teeth
imprints are deep.

TWO GUNS (cont'd)
We need to get you new clothes.

He gets up and goes to his tent. She gets up a moment later
and follows. She doesn’t follow him in.

JANE
I...

Two Guns comes out with some trousers, boots, socks, a long-
johns shirt, a hat, and a BLUE UNION SOLDIER JACKET. He
hands them over to Jane.

TWO GUNS
Here. These are all I have.

Jane holds them, looks at the jacket.

JANE
This is yours.

TWO GUNS
It’s your father's from a very long
time ago.

He sits at the fire again. She follows him back, sets the
clothes aside, and sits.

TWO GUNS (cont'd)
(points to her
belly)

We can get something for that.

JANE
For what?

TWO GUNS
What’s growing in your belly.

She looks down, touches her belly. It hits her what he
means, and what it all means. A slow, deep breath in.

JANE
I have to go back.
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She grabs the Union jacket.

TWO GUNS
What do you plan on doing?

JANE
I’m going to kill them!

TWO GUNS
You’ve never killed anyone before.
It’s a lot different than a coyote. 
I’ve killed men before. I know how
hard it is.

JANE
I can do it.

TWO GUNS
And I’m going to do it with you.

She sits up, about to stand.

JANE
But--

TWO GUNS
Your mother... she was my sister,
Jane. I have as much right to this as
you.

She sits back down.

JANE
Then what do we do?

TWO GUNS
It wasn’t just that boy, that...
what’s his name?

JANE
Clarence.

TWO GUNS
The sheriff?

She nods.

TWO GUNS (cont'd)
But it wasn’t just Clarence. You said
there were others.

JANE
I only know Clarence. I...
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TWO GUNS
What?

Her lip starts to tremble.

TWO GUNS (cont'd)
Come on, Jane. This is important.

Jane composes herself.

JANE
They... they were his... some of his
deputies.

TWO GUNS
Are you sure?

She nods.

A moment later, she breaks down crying. Two Guns isn’t sure
what to do at first, but then he holds her.

EXT. CORNELLE RANCH HOUSE - MORNING

The house is CONSUMED IN FLAME.

Benjamin stands outside it, suit and tie, hat in hand. He
watches it burn with "concern" on his face.

The FIRE BRIGADE tries to put it out, but they are clearly
losing this fight. The FIRE MARSHAL (50s), done up in his
gear stands with Benjamin.

FIRE MARSHAL
We can’t put it out, Mr. Mayor.

BENJAMIN
You’re doing your best, Marshal. I
can ask for nothing more. Did any of
them make it out?

FIRE MARSHAL
shakes his head( )

No one that we saw. We recovered two
bodies, though.

BENJAMIN
Just two?

FIRE MARSHAL
Yes, sir.
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BENJAMIN
Which ones? Can you tell?

FIRE MARSHAL
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelle. We didn’t find
the daughter.

BENJAMIN
No?

FIRE MARSHAL
Judging by the fire, though, her body
is dust.

Benjamin seems relieved.

BENJAMIN
Damn shame.

FIRE MARSHAL
I know your boy liked their daughter.

BENJAMIN
He did. I’ll let him know.

The marshal looks over to his men, who still try to put out
the fire.

FIRE MARSHAL
Let her burn!

The men stop, look to him, see he’s serious. They put down
their shovels and buckets.

The house burns.

EXT. CORNELLE RANCH - CATTLE LOT - DAY

Except it’s not Edward’s anymore.

A cow is held down. We see Edward’s brand.

A glowing hot CIRCLE BRAND covers it, presses down, HISSES.
The cow moos in pain. The brand comes up, a BLACK CIRCLE.

Another brand is placed to the left of the black circle. A
HISS, a cry from the cow. The brand: The letter “L” in a
BOX.

Benjamin, astride a very fine horse, looks down at the new
brand and smiles. His RANCH HANDS let the cow go, and it
stands and hustles off.
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Behind all of this, in the distance, a COLUMN of SMOKE from
the still burning Cornelle house.

The ranch hands have a HOT FIRE set up with brands sticking
out. Benjamin oversees the work.

They all have work equipment. No guns.

Clarence rides up on a horse and stops next to his father.

CLARENCE
Are you nearly finished here?

BENJAMIN
You can clearly see that we are not.
There are many more head of cattle to
be taken care of.

CLARENCE
How many more?

BENJAMIN
Looks to be about 100. Easily.

CLARENCE
You’re going to be here all day.

BENJAMIN
And all day tomorrow, most likely.

Some other ranch hands rustle up another cow, lasso it,
bring it over, and wrestle it down.

CLARENCE
I see. You’re going to be done on
time, I hope.

BENJAMIN
We will be.

The men watch as the ranch hands go about their work.

CLARENCE
You don’t think perhaps that we’re
getting ahead of ourselves, do you?

BENJAMIN
My boy, no one in this town - or this
territory - will stand between us and
these cattle.

Another cow. Two brands done quickly. The cow is let up.
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CLARENCE
Are you going to the memorial for the
Cornelle’s?

BENJAMIN
I have to. I’m the mayor.

CLARENCE
You have to keep up appearances, I’m
sure.

BENJAMIN
They were a fine family, Clarence, in
spite of the fact that they're a
bunch of redskins. But I made
Edward’s acquaintance for the same
reason you took up with that girl of
his.

Another cow is rustled. The ranch hands bring it over, get
it down.

CLARENCE
And that reason was?

Benjamin laughs out loud.

BENJAMIN
They had some of the finest cattle in
the territory, Clarence.

The ranch hands get the brands out of the fire, bring it
over. One hand holds the cow’s head.

CLARENCE
I’m not sure it’s the same at all.

The ranch hands brand the cow. It moos in pain.

BENJAMIN
It’s not? Well, I’m sure you had your
reasons for wanting to make time with
her. I for one am certainly glad that
whole affair is over with.

Clarence raises an eyebrow, surprised.

Benjamin pulls out his pocket watch, checks it, puts it
away.

BENJAMIN (cont'd)
I have to go. The memorial starts
soon.
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He heads over to his horse. Clarence watches.

EXT. TWO GUNS’ CAMP - DAY

The sun sets. Jane wears the clothes Two Guns gave her.

Two Guns digs a hole about 20 yards south of the tent. He’s
about three feet down right now.

JANE
What are you doing?

TWO GUNS
You need a gun.

Two Guns hits something. He tosses the shovel aside, and he
pulls out a CHEST and sets it on the ground before Jane.
It’s about a yard long, half a yard deep and wide. It has
buckles.

TWO GUNS (cont'd)
Open that.

Jane does. She looks into the chest. There are number of OIL
CLOTH WRAPPED packages. There's a LEATHER BAG. There are two
COUP STICKS, one of which is broken. There are ammo belts
and knives, among other things.

Two Guns comes up next to her, pulls out one of the OIL
CLOTH wrapped packages. He unfolds the oil cloth.

Inside, a REVOLVER. He checks it.

Jane motions to the chest and the hole in the ground.

JANE
This is...

TWO GUNS
You can’t be too careful.

He hands her the pistol. He takes out an ammo belt full of
bullets and hands it over. He hands her a knife in a sheath.

She holds it up.

JANE
What--

TWO GUNS
You need a knife. Now stop asking
questions.

(MORE)
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(stands)
TWO GUNS (cont'd)

Let’s go.

INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - NIGHT

There’s only one lamp on. In the dim illumination, we can
see Joe sitting on the cot in the back.

Archer is at the desk, fucking a PROSTITUTE. The woman, late
20s, dressed in a simple skirt and blouse, looks bored. Her
head is situated facing the cell block.

JOE
Don’t wear her out.

ARCHER
She’s tough.

There’s a KNOCK.

JOE
Who the hell is that?

Archer looks over his shoulder at the front door.

ARCHER
No one’s there.

JOE
It was from the back, you cocksucker.
Go answer it.

ARCHER
But I’m--

PROSTITUTE
Go do it! Jesus Christ.

Joe laughs. Archer scowls, dismounts, does up his pants as
he makes his way back.

Joe approaches, undoes his pants. The prostitute gives him a
convincing smile. He mounts up and fucks her.

INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - CELL BLOCK - NIGHT

Archer gets to the back door of the cell block. He opens the
small slide that allows him to see out.

He sees TWO GUNS.
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ARCHER
Who the fuck are you?

TWO GUNS
in English( )

This kid’s drunk. You need to throw
him in the tank tonight.

He yanks Jane by the arm into view. She faces away. Archer
can’t see her face.

ARCHER
That it?

TWO GUNS
in English( )

Yes, sir.

Archer looks back at Joe.

ARCHER
Got a drunk!

INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - NIGHT

Joe pauses. Annoyed.

JOE
Throw him in a cell!

INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - CELL BLOCK - NIGHT

Archer scowls and unlocks the back door. Opens it up.

Two Guns and Jane are now WEARING MASKS. Archer isn’t sure
what’s going on.

TWO GUNS
Is he one of them?

JANE
Yes.

They JUMP Archer.

Two Guns grabs Archer’s right arm and pulls the man into the
door frame. Archer’s stunned and YELPS in pain.

Jane steps in with a SACK.
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INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - NIGHT

Joe stops fucking the prostitute and looks up.

JOE
What the fuck!?!

INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - CELL BLOCK - NIGHT

Two Guns levers Archer down to his knees. Jane gets the sack
over Archer’s head.

INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - NIGHT

Joe, with his pants still down, grabs his shotgun off the
desk. The prostitute sits up.

PROSTITUTE
What’s going on?

Joe raises the shotgun to fire.

JOE
Shut up.

INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - CELL BLOCK - NIGHT

Two Guns draws one of his pistols and fires at Joe.

Jane tries to yank Archer out the door.

INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - NIGHT

The bullets hit the FRONT WINDOW, sending cracks along the
face of it.

The prostitute screams, covers her ears. Ducks.

Joe fires back. BOOM! Both barrels.

INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - CELL BLOCK - NIGHT

The back door splinters. Jane jumps and yelps in fright. She
covers her mouth as she winces in pain from her cheeks. Two
Guns shrugs it off.

TWO GUNS
Get him out of here!
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Jane drags Archer out the door. Archer struggles, but
adrenaline drives Jane.

Two Guns kneels, aims.

INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - NIGHT

Joe reloads as fast as he can.

The prostitute starts to rise.

We hear a SHOT.

PROSTITUTE
What the hell--

The prostitute’s head SPLATTERS all over Joe.

INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - CELL BLOCK - NIGHT

Two Guns lowers his pistol.

TWO GUNS
Shit.

He gets up and heads outside with Jane.

INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - NIGHT

Joe pulls up his pants and heads to the back.

EXT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - NIGHT

Jane struggles with Archer, tries to get him up on her
horse. No luck.

Two Guns comes up, shoves his pistol in Archer’s crotch.

TWO GUNS
in English( )

Get on the horse.

Archer stops struggling, does as he’s told.

Two Guns turns in time to see Joe at the BACK DOOR.

Two Guns fires twice. Joe ducks back inside.
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Jane gets onto the horse behind Archer. Two Guns heads to
his own horse.

Joe comes out of hiding. Two Guns fires again. Joe ducks.

INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - CELL BLOCK - NIGHT

Joe hides.

JOE
Damn it.

EXT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - NIGHT

Jane and Two Guns kick their horses into gear and ride out.

Joe emerges, raises his shotgun, fires. BOOM!

No luck. Jane and Two Guns are too far away.

EXT. CORNELLE RANCH - NIGHT

We’re in the far corners of the Cornelle Ranch.

There are trees thick with leaves here. A barbed wire FENCE
runs along the landscape.

Two Guns and Jane ride up to the fence. Their masks are off.

Two Guns dismounts. Helps Jane get Archer down.

ARCHER
What... what are you gonna do with
me!?!

TWO GUNS
in English( )

Shut up.

Two Guns wrangles Archer over to the fence, throws the man
against one of the posts.

Archer scrambles, but Two Guns PUNCHES him in the nose.

ARCHER
Ow! Ow! You... broke my nose.

Two Guns punches him in the nose again. Blood seeps through
the sack.
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TWO GUNS
in English( )

What did I tell you?

Jane dismounts.

TWO GUNS (cont'd)
Tie him to the post.

JANE
Yes, sir.

She pulls some rope from a saddle bag, and climbs through
the barbed wire. She goes behind Archer, takes his hands,
and ties him up.

Two Guns removes the sack from Archer’s head.

Jane comes back through.

ARCHER
The other deputies are gonna come for
me.

TWO GUNS
in English( )

Good. Then we’ll kill them, too.

ARCHER
Kill?

JANE
in English( )

Where are the others?

ARCHER
What?

JANE
in English( )

The others. Where are they?

ARCHER
I... I don’t know what you’re--

Two Guns SMASHES Archer in the temple with the butt of his
pistol. Archer cries out, slumps over against the fence.

TWO GUNS
in English( )

You killed my sister. You killed her
mother! Who helped you?
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ARCHER
You’re... you’re that girl.

Two Guns smashes Archer in the nose with the butt of his
pistol. Archer screams in pain.

TWO GUNS
in English( )

Who helped you?

ARCHER
Some of the others. The other
deputies.

TWO GUNS
in English( )

Names.

Archer spits blood.

ARCHER
Or what? You’re gonna kill me?

TWO GUNS
in English( )

You give us names, we make it quick.

Archer considers this.

ARCHER
Go fuck yourself.

Two Guns lays into the man, pistol whipping him with gusto.

Soon, Archer’s face looks like ground meat.

TWO GUNS
in English( )

Talk.

ARCHER
Nuh... no.

Two Guns goes through the fence, kneels behind Archer. He
draws a KNIFE. He takes Archer’s right hand, wrestles with
the man to open it.

JANE
What... what are you going to do?

TWO GUNS
Make him talk.
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Archer’s hand won’t open. Two Guns BITES Archer’s hand.
Archer cries out in pain.

Jane looks around, in case someone heard. There’s no one
around for miles.

JANE
Oh my God!

Archer’s hand is open. Two Guns takes the man’s MIDDLE
FINGER, holds it out. Places the blade at the base of the
finger.

TWO GUNS
in English( )

Names.

ARCHER
Ff... fuh...

Two Guns CUTS OFF THE MIDDLE FINGER.

Archer cries out in pain.

Two Guns tosses the finger over Archer’s shoulder. It lands
on the ground by him.

JANE
Someone’s going to hear!

TWO GUNS
in English( )

Talk.

Archer is bleeding badly from his stump. He’s sweating.

ARCHER
I’m cuh-cold.

TWO GUNS
in English( )

Talk.

ARCHER
Robert. He lives on the edge of town.
On the east side. It’s the only house
out there.

TWO GUNS
in English( )

There were what, four of you? Five?
Talk. Or you lose another one.
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Archer looks up at Jane.

ARCHER
Did you like it?

Sharp breath from Jane.

Two Guns wrangles Archer’s RING FINGER, cuts it off.

Archer cries out in pain. He whimpers in pain.

TWO GUNS
You want him?

Jane nods.

Two Guns stands and steps back. He goes through the fence
and stands with Jane. He slips his knife back in the sheath.

Jane stands over Archer, her pistol pointed at him.

ARCHER
You can’t do it, can you? That’s
okay. I figure we fucked the fight
out of you. And we’ll do it again.

Two Guns looks over.

Jane’s hand shakes. We can hear the bullets quietly rattle
in the chambers of the pistol.

ARCHER (cont'd)
I may not get into your cunt again,
but they will. And this time, they’ll
finish the job. They’ll fuck you
good, whore. Fuck you--

Jane drops her pistol and PUNCHES Archer. Over and over and
over again.

The first punches are half strength, but by the end, she’s
working him over. She growls and barks at Archer. The
stitches in her cheeks stretch, and a trickle of blood flows
from the corners of the cuts.

Two Guns comes over and pulls her off the man.

Archer laughs at Jane. Spits blood.

Two Guns holds Jane. The more Archer laughs, the harder she
cries. The harder she cries, the more he laughs.

Two Guns draws his pistol and
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SHOOTS ARCHER IN THE FACE.

A moment later, Jane calms considerably.

TWO GUNS
Let’s go.

He lets her go.

She wipes her eyes and then touches the cuts on her cheeks.
Spots of BLOOD on her fingertips. She touches her mother's
locket and leaves a smear of blood on it.

A moment later, she follows him.

INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - NIGHT

Joe, Benjamin and Clarence stand in the midst of the mess.
They’ve taken away the prostitute’s body. Other deputies
stand guard outside.

BENJAMIN
Are you sure it was the girl? You
said they wore masks.

JOE
I saw her eyes. It was her.

BENJAMIN
I thought she died in that damn fire!

CLARENCE
Well, apparently she did not.

to Joe( )
You said someone was with her?

JOE
An Indian. I didn’t recognize him.

CLARENCE
First light, we’ll go to the Crow
reservation and talk to them about
this. We’ll flush them out and bring
them back here. Finish them off
proper.

EXT. VALLEY - NIGHT

We see the pinpoint flicker of a campfire in the darkness.
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EXT. TWO GUNS’ CAMP - NIGHT

Jane and Two Guns sit around the fire. He faces away. She
stares off into nothing, faces the fire. He eats. She puts
food in her mouth.

Jane stabs at her plate, brings the fork to her mouth,
though there’s nothing on it. Puts the fork in her mouth.
Withdraws it, holds it in front of her.

Her face contorts into the picture of anger.

Two Guns stops what he’s doing and watches her. Wary.

Jane starts to shake, and then grips her fork, which she
uses to stab the ground while she cries. The tines bend.

She stands, throws her plate and fork into the dark, roaring
out loud. She yelps in pain from the cuts.

Two Guns draws one of his revolvers, then hands it to her.
She fires all six rounds into the sky.

Then she howls into the night sky. Some of the stitches
split, and she bleeds.

EXT. RIVERBANK - DAY

CROW WOMEN on the riverbank wash clothes.

Clarence, Robert, Joe, and some other deputies ride past at
a gallop, raising dust and noise.

The Crow women look up at the passing. Their faces are
impassive.

EXT. CROW RESERVATION - DAY

Tents lined up like a small village. The lane they create
leads up to a large wooden building that is still under
construction. 

CROW MEN work on the building. CROW WOMEN cook.

Clarence and his men ride down the lane and stop about
halfway to the whitewashed building. They dismount, start
making their way into the camp itself.

(CONTINUED)
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CLARENCE
to his men( )

You know what the girl looks like!
Find her, find the man!

Clarence  and others draw their weapons and go from tent to
tent, looking for Jane. It’s a raid, basically.

They pull people out of their homes, knock things over, and
so on.

The Crow men don’t take this well.

One of the deputies gets into a scuffle with a Crow man.

CLARENCE (cont'd)
Shit.

to his men( )
Help this man!

Two other deputies go over, along with Robert.

Other Crow men join the fray. Soon, it’s a melee.

CLARENCE (cont'd)
God damn it.

No one’s coming out on top in the fight.

BOOM! A shotgun blast.

Everyone starts. The fighting calms, but doesn’t stop.

BOOM! Another shotgun blast.

The fighting stops.

There, standing before the largest tent, BAD BEAR (50s),
dressed in pants and a dark blue shirt, suspenders, boots.
He’s wears traditional headwear. He props his shotgun
against his hip.

He’s pissed. And he wants to know

BAD BEAR
in English( )

What the fuck is going on here!?

Clarence comes before Bad Bear.

CLARENCE
Hello, sir, my name is Sheriff
Clarence Lange.
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BAD BEAR
in English( )

And I’m Bad Bear. Now let me ask you
again, what the fuck are you doing
here?

CLARENCE
We’re looking for two of your people.
A man and a young woman.

BAD BEAR
in English( )

We got plenty of each.

CLARENCE
The young woman would be a new
addition to your camp. Name of Jane
Cornelle. You know her?

Bad Bear thinks on this. Rings a bell.

BAD BEAR
in English( )

You mean Two Guns, don’t you?

Clarence nods.

CLARENCE
I do. They killed one of our
deputies. Are they here?

BAD BEAR
in English( )

Because you want “justice,” right?

CLARENCE
You could say that.

BAD BEAR
in English( )

Well, they aren’t here. In fact, Two
Guns hasn’t been here for some time.

CLARENCE
You know where I can find them?

Bad Bear shakes his head.

BAD BEAR
in English( )

Last I heard, Two Guns had a camp
somewhere north of your town.
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CLARENCE
Thank you, sir.

BAD BEAR
in English( )

Now help clean up this fuckin’ mess,
white man.

CLARENCE
But--

BAD BEAR
in English( )

You make a God damn mess, you clean
it up.

Bad Bear goes back into his tent.

Clarence is chagrined, motions for his men to help clean up.

EXT. EDGE OF TOWN - NIGHT

Low, single story buildings. Some cobbled together, others,
just simple houses.

The street is packed dirt, not as well maintained as the
center of town.

The place is well tended. Each business has some land
attached to it.

There’s only one HOUSE. Robert’s. It has some land, as well,
with a stable in the back.

EXT. ROBERT’S HOME - NIGHT

A low, single story house. It looks like a very small ranch
style home. When we look in the windows, we see it’s one
large room.

We look in the window, and we see Robert and his WIFE and
SON seated at the dinner table. Robert’s wife serves them
their meal. They are the picture of a nice family.

EXT. STREET - NIGHT

Down the way, on horseback, Jane and Two Guns. Jane’s face
has been cleaned up. There are new stitches in her cheeks.
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She looks nervous, shoulders hunched, head low. She keeps
looking around.

Two Guns has eyes on the house, watches the family get ready
for supper.

JANE
What’s he doing?

TWO GUNS
Eating. With his family.

JANE
What are we going to do?

TWO GUNS
You are going to kill him.

Jane straightens up in her saddle.

JANE
What? I can't--

TWO GUNS
Use your rifle.

JANE
Why are we using the rifle?

TWO GUNS
He has a family. If we go in there,
even if they were asleep...

Jane looks over to Robert's home.

EXT. ROBERT’S HOME - NIGHT

She sees Robert laughing at something his son has just said.

EXT. STREET - NIGHT

Jane half turns to Two Guns.

JANE
Okay.

She draws her rifle from the scabbard on her saddle. She
raises it and aims through the window of Robert's home.

She watches Robert and his family eat.
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TWO GUNS
You have him?

JANE
I... No... I don't...

TWO GUNS
Take your time.

EXT. ROBERT’S HOME - NIGHT

Robert's son leans forward, reaching for something on the
table before sitting back. Robert watches his son, a smile
on his face.

EXT. STREET - NIGHT

Jane starts to lower the rifle, but picks it back up.

TWO GUNS
Cock the gun, Jane.

Jane cocks the gun. She blinks hard. Opens her eyes.

She inhales deeply, holds the breath...

EXT. ROBERT’S HOME - NIGHT

We see Robert eating, smiling.

We hear the gunshot from off in the distance.

INT. ROBERT'S HOME - NIGHT

Very simple. One large room, very similar to Jane's home.

Everyone is seated around the table, eating. Happy.

The front window SMASHES.

The bullet wings Robert in his left shoulder.

His wife screams, his son starts.

The bullet hits the back wall.

ROBERT
Up! Get up!
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EXT. STREET - NIGHT

Two Guns frowns.

TWO GUNS
God damn it!

JANE
I'm sorry!

Two Guns rides hell for leather toward Robert's home. Jane
follows a split second later.

INT. ROBERT’S HOME - NIGHT

Robert can see the dark shapes approach outside the window.

His wife and son are up...

ROBERT
Go out the back!

... just as he flips the table to cover their exit, and then
hustles to the back door.

EXT. ROBERT’S HOME - NIGHT

Two Guns is there, off his horse.

Two Guns kicks down the front door of the house, and Jane
follows him.

INT. ROBERT’S HOME - NIGHT

The house is empty. Jane and Two Guns see the open back door
immediately. They draw their guns and head to the back door.

EXT. ROBERT'S HOME - BACKYARD - NIGHT

They head into the backyard, guns at the ready.

The see open ground, and a SMALL BARN/STABLE.

At the door of the stable, Two Guns goes to open the door,
but out bursts Robert’s wife and son on horseback. Two Guns
stumbles back.

Jane raises her gun to shoot them.
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TWO GUNS
Don’t!

She points the barrel up at the sky as Robert’s wife and son
ride off.

ROBERT SMASHES TWO GUNS in the back with a SHOVEL.

Two Guns stumbles and hits the ground, drops his pistols.

Jane raises her pistol to fire, but Robert swings a HEAVY
CHAIN and hits her in the shoulder. She drops the gun and
stumbles.

With the chain clenched in his fist, he punches Jane across
the jaw, knocking her out, tearing her smile open a little.

He drops the shovel and heads over to Two Guns.

Two Guns tries to get up. Robert whips him with the chain.
Two Guns scrambles away from the chain.

Jane looks up, shakes her head, wipes her face, and stands,
GRABBING the SHOVEL on her way up.

Robert hits Two Guns again.

A SHOVEL smashes ROBERT in the FACE.

He cries out in pain, falls back, grabs his mouth as blood
gushes out of it. He pulls his hand away and spits out blood
and bits of his teeth.

He looks and sees Jane holding his shovel.

ROBERT
God damn it!

He raises the chain over his head, ready to hit Jane. She
goes for her gun. But it’s not there.

She turns aside so that her shoulder takes the brunt of the
attack. It knocks her off her feet.

He whips her in the legs as she pulls herself away. And then
he’s off.

He runs around the front of the house.

Jane and Two Guns drag themselves up, gather up their
weapons. Jane grabs the shovel.
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TWO GUNS
Come on! We’ll run him down and take
him to the ranch!

They run around to the

EXT. STREET - NIGHT

Robert gets on Jane’s horse, rides off into the night,
whipping the horse into action with the chain.

Two Guns and Jane make it to the street. Jane sees Robert
riding off on her horse.

JANE
He took my horse!

TWO GUNS
We’ll get it back.

Two Guns gets the rifle from his horse, aims, fires.

Jane watches as Robert falls from the horse. The horse keeps
going into the night.

TWO GUNS (cont'd)
Go to it.

JANE
What!?!

TWO GUNS
Go on. Finish it.

She takes a deep breath.

Jane, shovel in hand, ambles up to Robert on the street.
He’s rolled over onto his back. She kicks the chain away.

She looks him in the eye. He looks back and smiles.

ROBERT
The whole world’s gonna be lookin’
for you.

JANE
in English( )

I reckon the whole world’s already
lookin’ for me. Might as well make it
worth everyone’s effort.

Robert coughs as he laughs.
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ROBERT
You know, only a coward shoots a man
in the back.

JANE
in English( )

I didn’t shoot you.

Robert laughs again, blood bubbling from his mouth.

Jane raises the shovel over her head.

She hesitates.

ROBERT
Get on with it.

She squeezes her eyes shut tight, then brings the shovel
down on his head, over and over and over again. His skull
caves in.

It's hard for her at first, but the more the blood
splatters, the more she's able to swing that shovel.

We see the life go out of Robert's eyes.

INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - NIGHT

Seated in front of the desk is Robert’s Wife. Standing with
her is his son.

Clarence sits behind the desk, leaning forward, listening
intently to her.

Standing at the entrance to the cells are Joe and Clarence.

ROBERT’S WIFE
That’s how I left him. With those two
injuns.

CLARENCE
You sure they were Indians?

ROBERT’S WIFE
Yes, sir. That’s who attacked us.

ROBERT’S SON
Do... do you think he’s...

CLARENCE
smiles( )

Thank you, ma’am.
(MORE)
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to Robert’s son( )
CLARENCE (cont'd)

I’m sure you’re daddy’s gonna show up
any minute now. Now, if you’ll excuse
me, we’re gonna get lookin’ for these
Indians.

They all stand, and he shows them out.

He turns to the others.

JOE
Now what?

CLARENCE
We treat this like we would any other
murder. We’re gonna need all the
deputies we can get our hands on to
go after them. Somewhere north of the
town.

JOE
That’s a lot of land to look at.
Especially if we don’t have a lead on
where they’re going.

CLARENCE
Go rustle up some trackers. I’ll get
the other deputies out of bed.

They head out.

EXT. VALLEY - NIGHT

There is a tiny dot of light from the campfire.

EXT. TWO GUNS’ CAMP - NIGHT

Jane sits by the fire and eats. Two Guns sets his plate
aside. Then he stands and heads to the tent.

Jane doesn't look up from the fire.

A moment later, Two Guns emerges with a small PAINT POT. He
comes over, sits to Jane's right, dips his finger in the pot
and stirs it.

He takes out his finger. It's covered to the second knuckle
in RED PAINT. He presses his finger against Jane's right
shoulder
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JANE
Hey!

and makes a RED STRIPE.

He wipes his finger on the ground and sets the paint pot
aside. He picks up his plate and gets back to eating.

Jane looks at her shoulder.

JANE (cont'd)
What's that for?

TWO GUNS
It's as close as you're probably ever
going to get to counting coup.

JANE
Why's it red?

TWO GUNS
Because that man beat the shit out of
you before you killed him. Otherwise,
it would be white.

She considers the stripe.

EXT. VALLEY - NIGHT

A SILHOUETTE looks down over the valley. The campfire
flickers.

EXT. VALLEY - MORNING

It’s beautiful out there. Like Eden.

EXT. TWO GUNS’ CAMP - MORNING

We see the remnants of the fire from the night before. The
horses are hitched behind the tent.

INT. TENT - MORNING

Jane sleeps. There’s blood crusted around the Glasgow Smile,
and some new stitches.

We hear the SOUND OF A HEAVY RAINDROP hit the tent. Then a
gentle THUD in the ground. Jane’s eyes flutter open.
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Another HEAVY RAINDROP. Another gentle THUD.

Two Guns stirs, then sits up. Light streams in from a slit
in the opening.

Another HEAVY RAINDROP. Another gentle THUD.

TWO GUNS
Shit!

Two Guns scrambles up, grabs his gun belts.

Jane sits up.

JANE
What is it?

Two Guns straps on the guns.

TWO GUNS
Get up! We have to go!

Another HEAVY RAINDROP. Another gentle THUD.

Jane gets up, grabs her gun belt and straps it on.

Two Guns goes to the rear of the tent, uses a knife to cut a
long slit. He sheaths the knife, takes out one of his guns.

We hear TWO FAINT CRACKS of rifle fire.

Another HEAVY RAINDROP. Another gentle THUD.

Another HEAVY RAINDROP. Another gentle THUD.

More and more bullets fall on the tent. More and more holes
appear over them, letting in more light.

TWO GUNS (cont'd)
Get to your horse, follow the river
south. I’ll do what I can to lead
them away. Meet me in Silver City. Do
you understand.

JANE
Yes, sir.

TWO GUNS
Are you ready?

She nods.
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He gets into a crouch and holsters his guns. More bullets
tear through the tent. The tent is in tatters. Strips of
hide flap in the wind.

Jane gets into a crouch as well.

TWO GUNS (cont'd)
On three. One... two... three!

EXT. RIDGE - DAY

Clarence watches with Joe as a row of DEPUTIES take shots
with Winchester rifles at the camp.

Joe has a LONG RIFLE slung over his shoulder.

CLARENCE
Keep it up!

They keep firing.

EXT. TWO GUNS’ CAMP - DAY

Two Guns and Jane burst from the tent. Two Guns heads to the
horses. Jane stays low, looks around for a way out.

Bullets hit the ground around them. Dirt kicks up.

Two Guns pulls his knife and cuts the reins of the horses.
He sheaths the knife, and he and Jane get on their horses.

They get the hell out of there.

TWO GUNS
Follow me!

JANE
I thought we were splitting up!

TWO GUNS
Bad idea!

EXT. RIDGE - DAY

The gunfire eases as they see Two Guns and Jane ride out.

Clarence frowns.

CLARENCE
Get on your horses!
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The men get up and head to their horses. Clarence looks out
after Jane and Two Guns. They’re a long way off.

EXT. RIVERBANK - DAY

Jane in the lead, our heroes tear along the riverbank.
Jane’s eyes are wide, her teeth are gritted.

Two Guns rides up next to her, putting her between him and
the river.

EXT. TWO GUNS’ CAMP - DAY

The Deputies tear through the camp. Clarence hangs back.

CLARENCE
Joe! Hold on!

Joe stops his horse.

CLARENCE (cont'd)
Use your long gun. Shoot their
horses.

Joe nods as Clarence joins the others. He pulls his long
gun, cocks it and aims.

POV: We see Jane and Two Guns tearing along the riverbank.

He fires. BOOM!

END POV.

EXT. RIVERBANK - DAY

Blood and brain and bone splatter Two Guns’ face as the
bullet hits his horse in the head.

The animal collapses in its tracks, tipping head over heels.
Two Guns goes flying off the animal, hits the ground hard,
wind knocked out of him.

Jane stops, turns her horse around.

In the distance, Clarence and his men approach.

JANE
Come on!
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She holds out her hand to Two Guns, who grabs it, and hoists
him up.

TWO GUNS
Get going!

Jane spurs on her horse, and they’re off. The added weight
slows them down.

EXT. RIVERBANK - DAY

Clarence and the deputies spur their horses on.

Clarence grins. They’re closing in on Jane.

EXT. RIVERBANK - DAY

Two Guns looks over his shoulder. Clarence and his men get
closer and closer.

He glances across the river. The further they move along,
the more and more trees there are, until it’s a forest on
the other side.

TWO GUNS
They’re coming.

JANE
What are you talking about? They’re
here.

TWO GUNS
Good point.

He draws one of his guns. Turns in the saddle. Aims at
DEPUTY 1. Fires.

His aim is true. Deputy 1 takes the bullet in his right
shoulder. The man tips back, but manages to hold on.

TWO GUNS (cont'd)
Damn it.

JANE
Kill him!

Two Guns shoos her on.

TWO GUNS
Head into the river!
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JANE
We’ll drown!

TWO GUNS
No, we won’t! It’s not too deep here.

JANE
They’re going to follow us!

TWO GUNS
Let ‘em!

He holsters his gun, removes his gun belt and slings it over
her shoulder.

JANE
What are you doing!?

TWO GUNS
Go! Now!

Jane yanks the reins. The horse fights it, but turns. She
grabs her mother's locket as the beast leaps down the
riverbank into the

EXT. RIVER - DAY

They splash forward.

EXT. RIVERBANK - DAY

Clarence holds up a fist to stop the men. They watch as Jane
and Two Guns make their way into the deep of the river.

Clarence pulls his pistol and shoots. The others join him.

EXT. RIVER - DAY

Bullets splash in the water all around them. Jane and Two
Guns push forward.

TWO GUNS
I’ll see you on the other side!

Two Guns slides off the back of the horse into the water.

JANE
Where are you going!?!

Two Guns disappears underwater.
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EXT. RIVERBANK - DAY

Clarence motions for the men to stop shooting.

CLARENCE
We’re going after them.

He urges his horse forward and heads into the river. The
others follow.

EXT. RIVER - DAY

Jane urges her horse forward. The opposite bank gets closer
and closer.  Bullets splash in the water around her.

EXT. RIVER - DAY

Clarence and the others move through the water.

Deputy 1 pulls ahead. He passes the halfway point of the
river, and

TWO GUNS BURSTS OUT OF THE WATER AND GRABS HIM.

DEPUTY 1
What!?!

Two Guns STABS the man in the THROAT and cuts. Gouts of the
blood cover Two Guns’ jacket.

Clarence and others rear back, turn their attention to Two
Guns and the Deputy.

Two Guns grabs Deputy 1’s pistol from the holster, turns to
Clarence and the others, and FIRES.

Clarence and the others duck and pull back.

CLARENCE
What the hell!?!

Clarence and the other Deputies lay down some fire.

Two Guns ducks under the water and bullets splash around. He
comes up on the other side of the horse, pulls himself up by
the pommel, though he doesn't mount up. He urges the horse
forward.

Clarence and his men start after him again.
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EXT. WOODED RIVERBANK - DAY

Jane and her horse get up on the other riverbank. She turns
and see Two Guns coming over, hiding behind the horse.
Clarence and the others in hot pursuit.

She pulls her pistol and fires all six rounds.

EXT. RIVER - DAY

The bullets splash in the water around Clarence and his men.

Clarence looks up and spots Jane. She holsters her pistol
and pulls one of Two Guns’.

EXT. WOODED RIVERBANK - DAY

She fires off six more rounds, re-holsters the pistol, and
pulls Two Guns’ other pistol. Fires another six rounds.

EXT. RIVER - DAY

Bullets splash around Clarence and his horse. A bullet WINGS
CLARENCE in his right shoulder.

CLARENCE
God damn!

EXT. WOODED RIVERBANK - DAY

Two Guns’ new horse climbs the bank.

TWO GUNS
Go! Go!!!

Jane holsters the pistol, takes up the reins, and follows
Two Guns as they get the hell out of there.

JANE
Where are we going!?!

TWO GUNS
The forest!

EXT. WOODED RIVERBANK - DAY

Clarence and the men ascend the riverbank and start the
chase again.
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EXT. FOREST - DAY

Jane and Two Guns race through the forest, dodging trees,
driving the horses as hard as they can.

JANE
Uncle Two Guns--

TWO GUNS
Just go!

EXT. FOREST - DAY

Clarence and his men race after Jane and Two Guns.

As he rides along, Clarence places his left hand over the
wound in his right shoulder. There’s not too much blood.

He spurs his horse on, and breaks into the lead.

EXT. FOREST - DAY

The forest gets dense and thick. Jane and Two Guns’ horses
slow down because of the undergrowth and branches.

Jane looks down, sees EXPOSED ROCK from the foothills.

JANE
We’re in the mountains!

TWO GUNS
Not yet! Keep going!

JANE
But...

TWO GUNS
Go!

He looks back.

EXT. FOREST - DAY

Clarence and his men have the same problem as Jane and Two
Guns, but Clarence pushes hard. He doesn’t care if the
branches hit him. He just ducks his head and keeps going.
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EXT. FOREST - DAY

Jane and Two Guns ride on. More and more exposed rock juts
out of the ground and in the slopes.

TWO GUNS
Follow me!

He turns his horse and just heads straight up the hill.

Jane stops and turns her horse around. She watches as Two
Guns heads up the hill, his horse getting a foothold in the
rock.

JANE
Are you crazy!?

TWO GUNS
You think you can kill them all?

Jane looks down the hill. She can’t see anything, but she
can HEAR Clarence and his men coming up the hill.

She turns her horse, urges it up the hill after Two Guns.

EXT. FOREST - DAY

Clarence and his men fight the forest.

Clarence stops his horse. Shakes his head.

CLARENCE
God damn it. Joe!

Joe comes over.

JOE
Yes, sir.

CLARENCE
This is pointless.

JOE
I think if we gave the trackers
time--

CLARENCE
It’ll be nightfall before we find
them, and you know those damn
Indians. Eyesight like eagles. They’d
kill us before we knew it.
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JOE
So what do we do?

Clarence looks up the hill, then back down.

CLARENCE
We’re going back to the camp.

JOE
But--

CLARENCE
They left with the shirts on their
backs. We’ll make sure that’s all
they have.

EXT. FOREST - DAY

From further up the hill, Jane and Two Guns watch as
Clarence and his men turn back. They are hidden in the thick
branches and foliage.

Clarence stops before he goes and looks up the hill. For a
moment, Jane thinks he’s looking right at her.

JANE
Uncle--

TWO GUNS
He doesn’t see a god damn thing.

Clarence turns and goes.

EXT. TWO GUNS’ CAMP - NIGHT

Clarence watches his men dump Two Guns’ things into a HUGE
BONFIRE.

Joe directs the men. There’s not much to do.

Joe comes over to Clarence.

JOE
We’re almost done here. Give me some
men, and I’ll get after them now.
There’s only one town within a day’s
ride.

CLARENCE
Silver City?

(CONTINUED)
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JOE
The one and only. I’ll go meet them
there. You want them alive?

CLARENCE
If you can. Take who you need. Leave
two here.

JOE
Just two? Shouldn’t we wait
ourselves?

CLARENCE
I don’t really think they’re going to
come back here. They know we’ll be
waiting.

They look at the fire.

JOE
You really think they won’t come back
here?

CLARENCE
Would you?

JOE
I guess not.

Joe heads over to the deputies.

DEPUTY 2 comes up holding Jane’s Animal Husbandry book and
hands it over to Clarence.

DEPUTY 2
I found this.

Deputy 2 heads back.

Clarence looks at the book, opens it, leafs through. He sees
Edward’s notes. He sees a few scribbles by Jane.

Clarence turns the page.

EXT. FOREST - NIGHT

Jane and Two Guns sit on their horses, a stone’s throw from
the river.

JANE
They’re gone. We should go back.
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TWO GUNS
They’re at the camp waiting for us.
Last thing I want is to get killed
for doing something stupid.

JANE
But we need--

TWO GUNS
I know.

JANE
So what do we do?

TWO GUNS
We’ll need to get some supplies.

JANE
You have any money?

Two Guns shakes his head.

JANE (cont'd)
But you have some money in your
trunk.

Two Guns nods.

Jane kicks her horse into gear and rides out.

TWO GUNS
God damn it.

EXT. TWO GUNS’ CAMP - NIGHT

The bonfire burns, but not nearly as brightly.

DEPUTY 2 and DEPUTY 3 stand around it, warming themselves.
They face into the fire.

DEPUTY 2
So where’d you take her?

DEPUTY 3
Went back to her house.

DEPUTY 2
Yeah?

DEPUTY 3
Yeah. The one on North Elm.
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DEPUTY 2
North Elm?

DEPUTY 3
Yeah. White, black shutters.

We HEAR a muted POP.

DEPUTY 2
That's my --

SPARKS billow up from the fire.

DEPUTY 2 (cont'd)
What the hell was that?

The deputies turn to the fire.

Another muted POP.

Dirt kicks up from where the bullet hits the ground.

The deputies draw their pistols. Take aim from where they
think the shots are coming from, and fire a few rounds.

Another muted POP.

Deputy 2’s head splatters. His body falls where it stands.

Deputy 3 moves around the fire, trying to get away, keeping
an eye on the direction the shot came from.

He stops. Eyes go wide. He’s having a hard time breathing.

Two Guns, crouched low, twists the knife he jammed in Deputy
3’s back.

TWO GUNS
in English( )

Shh shh shh shhhhhh. It’s going to be
over soon.

Deputy 3’s eyes go dark. Two Guns drops him to the ground.

Two Guns whistles and Jane appears, holsters her pistol.

JANE
Do they have a rifle on ‘em?

TWO GUNS
Nope.
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JANE
You sure that’s all of them?

TWO GUNS
No one’s shooting at us. No one’s
riding away. I’d say we were safe.

She looks at the bodies.

TWO GUNS (cont'd)
Let’s get to work.

EXT. TWO GUNS’ CAMP - NIGHT

Two Guns digs up his trunk.

Jane looks around in the dirt and through what’s left of
their camp for something.

Two Guns stops digging, stands and looks over to her.

TWO GUNS
What are you doing?

JANE
I’m looking for my book.

Two Guns looks around. Then points at the fire.

TWO GUNS
It’s in there.

He goes back to digging.

Jane looks at him, then at the fire. Her face falls.

EXT. TWO GUNS’ CAMP - NIGHT

He pulls out the trunk, shoves it out of the hole. Jane is
on it, opening the straps.

TWO GUNS
Let’s be quick about this.

They open the trunk. Two Guns takes out a tent.

JANE
What's this?

TWO GUNS
It's a tent.
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JANE
That doesn’t look very big.

TWO GUNS
It’s fine.

He dives back in.

EXT. TOWN SQUARE - NIGHT

It’s a TOWN FAIR. It seems everyone in town is there. There
are GAMES and BOOTHS and PONY RIDES - everything you’d
expect from a town fair.

Across from the POLE is a STAGE. Standing on the stage,
Benjamin and some TOWN OFFICIALS. One of Edward’s BULLS is
on stage with a RANCH HAND standing by, lead in hand.

A crowd stands around the stage.

BENJAMIN
It is my pleasure to take these
cattle to market in the coming days.
They are the best we’ve bred in these
years, and I see many more good years
coming!

People laugh and cheer politely.

CLARENCE walks up and stands at the back of the crowd. He’s
cleaned up for the occasion.

Benjamin sees him, and wraps things up.

BENJAMIN (cont'd)
Keeping the Cornelle Ranch alive
keeps our town alive! Thank you all
so much for coming this fine evening.
Please enjoy yourselves.

Everyone applauds and Benjamin moves off stage and makes his
way to his son. The people go back to enjoying themselves.

BENJAMIN (cont'd)
Where have you been?

CLARENCE
Running down that girl and her uncle.
You’re enjoying yourself, I can see.
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BENJAMIN
I’m the mayor. Appearances are
important.

CLARENCE
What have I missed?

BENJAMIN
Oh, the usual. Edward Cornelle was a
good man, and his family good people.
That said, we will be buying his
herd, and so forth and so on.

CLARENCE
I should have just gone home.

BENJAMIN
And miss all this? Boy, we are kings
of the territory. Well, I’m the king.
You’re the prince.

CLARENCE
Lucky me. Are people talking?

BENJAMIN
About what?

CLARENCE
About what happened to the Cornelles.

Benjamin scans the square. It seems that people steal
glances at him, then looking away.

Benjamin chuckles, tries to cover his unease.

BENJAMIN
Clarence, no one here knows what we
did to them. Know one knows what you
all did to Jane. You’re better than
that redskin, my son. Aim higher.

CLARENCE
And who would you have in mind for
me?

Benjamin looks around, sees a YOUNG BLONDE WOMAN, early 20s,
dressed to the nines, pretty. She’s standing with a WELL
DRESSED MAN at a GAME OF CHANCE.

BENJAMIN
Her.
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Clarence looks over. The woman laughs at something a the
well dressed man said. It’s a bright laugh.

Clarence sneers.

CLARENCE
I don’t know that I could love that
woman.

BENJAMIN
If you had truly loved Jane, would
you have done to her what you did?

Clarence takes the hit. He straightens his jacket, keeps his
face and person composed, and walks away.

People move out of Clarence’s way.

EXT. SILVER CITY - MAIN STREET - DAY

Tree lined, a lot of stores. Very busy.

On the shoulder of Jane's jacket there is a new WHITE PAINT
STRIPE under the red stripe from before.

Two Guns and Jane ride in, keep a low profile. They are dead
tired.

JANE
I told you that tent was too small.

TWO GUNS
I’ll get a new one.

They make their way to a

EXT. SILVER CITY - GENERAL STORE - DAY

They stop and dismount.

Two Guns heads in. Jane follows. Two Guns stops and looks
around the street.

Nothing out of the ordinary.

TWO GUNS
Wait here.

JANE
What!? Why?
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TWO GUNS
I need you to keep an eye on the
horses while I’m in there.

JANE
No one’s gonna take our horses. It’s
because of my face, isn’t it?

Two Guns gives her a stern look. Jane glares at him, but she
backs down.

Two Guns heads out.

She goes to the horses and pulls an apple out of a saddle
bag and take out a knife and start to slice the fruit.

INT. SILVER CITY - SHERIFF’S OFFICE - DAY

We’re looking through the front window of the SHERIFF’S
OFFICE. Everything is in shadow.

POV SHOT: THROUGH A SCOPE.

We see Jane feeding her horse an apple slice.

END POV.

Joe stands behind DEPUTY 4, who holds a RIFLE, aimed at Jane
through an open window pane.

Standing with Joe is the SILVER CITY SHERIFF.

JOE
Whenever you’re ready.

DEPUTY 4
Yes, sir.

SILVER CITY SHERIFF
You sure you don’t need my men to
help?

JOE
Your men just need to stay out of the
way. This is our kill.

SILVER CITY SHERIFF
She don’t look dangerous.

JOE
You should see her when she smiles.
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INT. SILVER CITY - GENERAL STORE - DAY

What you’d expect. Dry goods. Equipment. Some clothes and
weapons.

Displayed on the wall are various ranching and farm tools,
including a GLEAMING AXE.

The STORE MANAGER (50s), dressed in slacks, white shirt,
vest, etc, behind the counter.

Two Guns heads up to the counter.

STORE MANAGER
Can I help you?

TWO GUNS
in English( )

I need food. Some blankets. A tent.
Some ammunition.

STORE MANAGER
You’ve come to the right place.

EXT. SILVER CITY - GENERAL STORE - DAY

Jane pets the horse, takes a slice of apple and goes to feed
the animal.

It’s HEAD EXPLODES.

She shrieks as blood splatters all over her.

EXT. SILVER CITY - GENERAL STORE - DAY

Two Guns and the Store Manager turn at the sound. The Store
Manager ducks behind the counter.

STORE MANAGER
To hell with this!

Two Guns heads to the door.

INT. SILVER CITY - SHERIFF’S OFFICE - DAY

Joe grabs his shotgun.

JOE
God damn it! What good are you?
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DEPUTY 4
Sorry, sir.

JOE
Come on!

Joe goes outside. The deputies follow.

EXT. SILVER CITY - GENERAL STORE - DAY

Jane scrambles up the stairs, slipping in horse viscera,
drawing her pistol. She’s scared and freaking out.

And there’s Joe, across the street, a number of deputies
fanning out, pistols and rifles drawn.

They open fire.

JOE
Give up, little girl! Uncle Joe will
treat you real nice. Make it worth
your while. Fuck you reeeal slow.

The second horse goes down in a hail of bullets.

Jane scrambles up the stairs. Bullets ricochet around her.

Two Guns BURSTS OUT OF THE FRONT DOOR, guns blazing.

Deputies duck and cover. Joe calmly reloads his shotgun. A
deputy goes down, a bullet in his shoulder.

Two Guns grabs Jane by the arm and pulls her up.

TWO GUNS
Come on!

He keeps firing until his first pistol is dry.

Finally, they’re inside.

INT. SILVER CITY - GENERAL STORE - DAY

The Store Manager is hiding behind the counter.

Two Guns looks around.

TWO GUNS
in English( )

Where are your guns?
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STORE MANAGER
In the safe.

Two Guns turns to Jane.

TWO GUNS
Head out the back.

JANE
What about you?

TWO GUNS
Just go!

He shoves her on her way.

Jane heads to the back.

EXT. SILVER CITY - REAR OF THE GENERAL STORE - DAY

Jane opens the door. Immediately ducks as BULLETS BLAST the
door around her.

INT. SILVER CITY - GENERAL STORE - BACK ROOM - DAY

Jane retreats inside, kneels and waits, watching the door.

INT. SILVER CITY - GENERAL STORE - DAY

Two Guns by the door, taking shots and ducking out of site
from being shot at.

INT. SILVER CITY - GENERAL STORE - BACK ROOM - DAY

DEPUTY 5 ENTERS.

Jane SHOOTS him dead.

DEPUTY 6 tries to use the body of Deputy 5 as a shield,
firing around his fallen comrade.

Jane shoots back, killing Deputy 6.

She stands back, surveys the damage done, collects herself.

She makes her way
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EXT. SILVER CITY - REAR OF THE GENERAL STORE - DAY

out the back, and immediately TAKES FIRE.

She keeps going, firing back at DEPUTY 7 and DEPUTY 8,
turning down an alley that will lead to the front of the
store.

The deputies follow her.

EXT. SILVER CITY - ALLEYWAY - DAY

The alley is narrow and Jane has to make her way sideways.
She moves as fast as she can. She keeps the pistol pointed
the way she came.

DEPUTY 7 enters the alleyway. He takes a shot.

The bullet hits the wall over Jane’s head. She yelps - tears
her stitches a little - turns her head, fires back.

Deputy 7 takes the bullet in the forehead.

She can see DEPUTY 8 behind him.

She bolts, leaving Deputy 8 to deal with the corpse.

EXT. SILVER CITY - GENERAL STORE - DAY

She comes out the other side. She takes a moment and surveys
the landscape. Joe shoots his shotgun. Two Guns stays back
as one of the front windows explodes, raining glass.

She bolts away from the general store, staying low and
keeping close to the store fronts.

Joe looks up from re-loading his shotgun. Sees her running.

JOE
(to his men)

You, keep it up.

SILVER CITY SHERIFF
You need any help, Joe?

JOE
No, sir. This one’s mine.

Joe starts walking after her. He cocks his shotgun.
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INT. SILVER CITY - GENERAL STORE - DAY

Two Guns sees Joe making his way after Jane. He gauges
whether or not he can make the shot. A hail of bullets from
the deputies interrupt his train of thought. He ducks back
into the general store.

EXT. SILVER CITY - MAIN STREET - DAY

Joe fires his double-barrel shotgun while making his way
after Jane.

Jane ducks.

He reloads his shotgun.

He closes the breach and shoots.

Jane ducks again.

INT. SILVER CITY - GENERAL STORE - DAY

Two Guns takes aim through the door and FIRES.

One of the deputies takes a bullet in the throat. Blood
splashes and pulses from the wound.

Return fire from the deputies keeps forces him back. He
shoots back.

EXT. SILVER CITY - MAIN STREET - DAY

Jane runs, ducking under the awnings of the stores. She
opens her revolver and starts to reload. Her hands shake,
but she manages to load the gun. She only loses two bullets.

Joe walks after her. Raises his shotgun. Takes a shot.

Jane ducks as the shotgun blast shatters the window of the
store she runs by.

Joe opens the breach, reloads. Closes the breach. Aims and
fires at Jane.

INT. SILVER CITY - GENERAL STORE - DAY

Two Guns checks his revolvers. They’re empty.

OUT THE WINDOW:
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We see the remaining three DEPUTIES close in. They move in
unison. They’ve trained for something like this.

TWO GUNS
in English( )

You got ammo?

STORE MANAGER
I... I...

There’s no time. He looks around. He sees the gleaming axe.

EXT. SILVER CITY - MAIN STREET - DAY

Another shotgun blast explodes over Jane. She yelps, and
some more stitches in her cheeks tear. More blood.

Up ahead, a BLACKSMITH.

She heads there.

EXT. SILVER CITY - BLACKSMITH - DAY

It’s open air. You can see the anvil and the forge, the wall
of tools.

She runs right in to the

INT. SILVER CITY - BLACKSMITH  - DAY

and is greeted with a PUNCH TO THE FACE.

Jane falls and tries to scramble away. But a HAND grabs the
scruff of her jacket and pulls her back.

JANE
in English( )

No! No, no no no no!

She’s turned and is face to face with the BLACKSMITH, a man
with a hard face, hard hands, a leather smock, rough
clothes.

BLACKSMITH
I don’t want that bullshit here!

He punches Jane in the stomach, and she doubles over. He
keeps a hold on her, and lifts her up again when
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HIS HEAD EXPLODES, splashing her face with blood and
viscera.

The Blacksmith’s body falls, letting Jane go. She manages to
keep her balance.

There Joe stands, shotgun in hand, breach open. He reloads.

Something inside Jane spurs her into action and she POUNCES
on Joe immediately.

Joe drops his shotgun and they grapple. He holds her at
arms’ length. She tries to bite him. Her stitches tear a
little more. Blood dips on Joe’s face.

JOE
smiles( )

God damn!

INT. SILVER CITY - GENERAL STORE - DAY

The first of the Deputies enters the store, gun at the
ready.

Two Guns hits him in the head with the axe, cleaving his
skull in two. The axe gets stuck in the bone.

Two Guns pulls the dead man to him, grabbing the dead man’s
pistol in the process.

The two other Deputies fire, riddling their former comrade’s
body with bullets.

Holding the body as a shield, Two Guns shoves the corpse
forward, firing away with the pistol. He kills the remaining
two Deputies.

The smoke clears. Two Guns lets the corpse fall. He pulls
the axe from the man’s head. He turns to the Store Manager.

TWO GUNS
in English( )

I’ll take the axe, too.

He heads out, axe in hand.

INT. SILVER CITY - BLACKSMITH - DAY

Joe punches Jane across the her face, tearing the stitches
in her left cheek. The skin is now flaps. Blood splashes
out. She cries out in pain.
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She crawls away from Joe, heads to a RACK OF TOOLS.

Joe stomps after her.

JOE
You little cunt.

She grabs an IRON POKER, rolls over and SMASHES Joe in his
LEFT ARM.

He staggers to the side, and she’s up, swinging into his
left arm over and over again.

One more swing, and HE GRABS the poker with his RIGHT HAND,
twists it away from her, and tosses it aside. He kicks her
in the stomach, and down she goes.

He stomps after her while she scrambles away. Once he
catches up he kicks her in the stomach and back.

Jane rolls away, scrambles up and stumbles over to the
FORGE. There, she grabs a pair of TONGS holding a CRUCIBLE.

Joe stomps his way over, raises up his shotgun to smash her
in the face with the butt.

With all her strength, Jane SWINGS the TONGS and CRUCIBLE at
Joe...

SPLASHING HIM WITH MOLTEN LEAD.

Most of the lead misses him, but some splashes his face. Joe
screams and staggers back, dropping his shotgun.

His face isn’t too badly burned, all things considered. He
looks over at Jane.

The flesh of his face cooks where the molten lead hit. And
he’s royally pissed off. How is this guy still on his feet?

Before you know it, he’s right on Jane, wresting the tongs
from her hands. The crucible flies from the grip of the
tongs and lands in a corner.

JANE
in English( )

No!

He beats her with the tongs. She curls up in a ball and
covers her head as Joe hits her over and over again.
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Just as he’s getting into it, there’s a meaty CRUNCH. Joe
cries out in pain and loses his balance. He falls to the
ground and rolls onto his back.

TWO GUNS STANDS OVER HIM, AXE IN HAND, the blade bloodied.

Joe’s right leg is halfway hacked off at the knee. Joe
scrambles away from Two Guns, who follows, hacking away.

First, he finishes hacking off Joe’s right leg. Blood
spurts.

Joe goes for his pistol, and Two Guns hacks off his right
arm at the elbow. More blood spills.

JOE
Sto... stop.

Joe holds up his left hand to get Two Guns to stop. But Two
Guns bats the hand out of the way with the axe, steps on
Joe’s wrist, raises the axe, and hacks off Joe’s left arm.

What comes out of Joe’s mouth is a rough animal rattle.

JOE (cont'd)
Just end it.

Two Guns ignores Joe. He goes over to Jane and helps her up.
She can stand on her own, but it’s work.

TWO GUNS
Let’s go.

Jane limps out holding her body with the help of Two Guns.

JOE
(as best he can)

God damn you!

EXT. SILVER CITY - GENERAL STORE - DAY

They make their way to the general store. The Store Manager
is startled by the mess our heroes are in. The supplies Two
Guns ordered are just outside the front door.

The Silver City Sheriff and two SILVER CITY DEPUTIES are by
the door.

SILVER CITY SHERIFF
Where do you think you’re going?
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TWO GUNS
in English( )

You’ve seen what we can do.

A moment.

SILVER CITY SHERIFF
You come back, you’re a hanged man.

The Silver City Sheriff and his men walk off.

STORE MANAGER
Where do you want this stuff?

Two Guns looks around, sees the Deputies’ horses.

TWO GUNS
in English( )

Those’ll do.

The Store Manager hauls the stuff over.

JANE
Where do we go now?

TWO GUNS
Someplace safe.

EXT. CROW RESERVATION - DAY

Two Guns and Jane stand before the entrance to the
reservation. They hold the reins to their horses, and keep
their hands clear of their weapons.

Jane wears a bandanna as a mask. She holds it over her
wounded cheeks. Blood seeps through.

Before them, Bad Bear and his men, all cradling weapons of
some sort. Behind Bad Bear, younger men and teens stalk back
and forth shouting insults.

TWO GUNS
Don’t listen to them.

JANE
I’m not.

BAD BEAR
What do you want, Two Guns?

TWO GUNS
We need your help.
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BAD BEAR
Help? He wants help!

The other Crow laugh.

Jane frowns.

TWO GUNS
Some white men want to kill us.

BAD BEAR
So I’ve heard. You’ve been killing
some of them. You know you shouldn’t
do things like that.

TWO GUNS
Nevertheless, we just need a place to
stay for tonight. We’ll be gone in
the morning.

Bad Bear turns to his men and they confer quietly.

JANE
If they don’t let us in we could
always just go a few towns over.

TWO GUNS
They’ll let us in.

Bad Bear turns back to Two Guns and Jane.

BAD BEAR
One night?

TWO GUNS
One night.

Bad Bear motions to the area outside of the reservation.

BAD BEAR
You can’t stay on the reservation.
But we won’t stop you and that girl
from staying here.

TWO GUNS
nods( )

Thank you, Bad Bear.

JANE
What!? But--

TWO GUNS
Just be thankful he didn’t kill us.
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He leads his horse to a grassy area near the camp. Jane’s
shoulders slump and she follows.

Bad Bear turns to one of his men.

BAD BEAR
(sotto)

Go tell the sheriff we have guests.

EXT. CROW CAMP - NIGHT

Jane and Two Guns sit by a small fire, eating beans and
rice. They face away from the fire.

Jane’s cheeks have been re-stitched. The wounds look raw and
ragged, but the stitches look like they’ll hold. For now.

A CROW WOMAN (early 20s) stirs a POT on the fire. Jane looks
at her from time to time.

The Crow Woman takes a ladle, then fills a WATER SKIN.

CROW WOMAN
Let it cool for a while.

JANE
And then I drink it?

Crow Woman nods.

JANE (cont'd)
How long does it take?

CROW WOMAN
About an hour. But don’t do it here.
Not now. Do it when you know you’re
safe. It will happen quickly.

The Crow Woman stands, looks to Jane.

CROW WOMAN (cont'd)
We have heard about what you and your
uncle are doing.

Jane tenses.

JANE
I--

CROW WOMAN
You don’t have to explain yourself to
me.
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She leaves. Jane watches her go.

She looks over to the camp, sees young Crow men watching
them, taunting them.

JANE
Why won’t they let us in?

TWO GUNS
They won’t let you in because you're
with me. 

JANE
And they won't let you in because?

TWO GUNS
Because I wouldn’t help them fight
the Cree.

He sets his plate aside. He picks up his pack and looks
through it. He takes out the red paint pot.

JANE
Why would they fight other Indians?

TWO GUNS
Land. I didn’t want a part of that. I
helped the US fight a lot of our
people. That was enough for me.

He uncorks the pot and stirs it with his finger.

JANE
You helped them fight the Crows?

TWO GUNS
Other tribes. When I came home, Bad
Bear wanted to go to war with the
Cree. I didn’t. He didn’t see that
the white men weren’t going to keep
their promises. Your mother and
father sided with me, so they made us
leave. And here we are.

JANE
Here we are.

He paints a red stripe on her shoulder under the white
stripe.

JANE (cont'd)
What's that one for? You're the one
who killed him.
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TWO GUNS
That wasn't the only thing you did
today.

She eats in silence as he cleans up and puts the pot away.

TWO GUNS (cont'd)
What are you going to do with that
boy when you catch him?

JANE
Clarence? Shoot him, I guess.

TWO GUNS
You shouldn’t do that.

She sits up straight.

JANE
But he... he did that to me.

TWO GUNS
And killing him would be too easy.
You should let the world see his true
face.

JANE
His true face?

TWO GUNS
Yes, let them know what he did.

She cocks her head to the side. What do you mean?

TWO GUNS (cont'd)
Take a knife to his face. Cut out his
tongue. That kind of thing. But don’t
kill him.

pause as he eats...(
then)

There was a white man I served under,
MacLaren. He used to lead us on raids
in Apache territory. He would shoot
out their legs and their hands.
Sometimes, he’d cut out their
tongues. But he’d always make sure
they lived.

JANE
Why?
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TWO GUNS
So they could serve as a warning to
the others. You should do that to
this Clarence.

Jane watches Two Guns eat for a moment, mulls this over.

TWO GUNS (cont'd)
Another thing. You should cut off his
pecker.

JANE
What!?!

TWO GUNS
If you cut off his balls, you’ll be
doing him a favor. But if you cut off
his pecker, he’ll always have the
urge, but he’ll never be able to do
anything about it, you know?

Jane has no idea what to say to that.

INT. TWO GUNS’ TENT - NIGHT

Jane sleeps on her side. We can hear Two Guns snore lightly.

Suddenly, Jane starts to slide across the screen. Someone is
pulling her out of the tent...

EXT. CROW CAMP - NIGHT

... by the ankles. It’s the CROW WOMAN from before. She
strains to pull Jane.

INT. TENT - NIGHT

Jane startles awake. She scrambles for her pistol in the
tent.

JANE
No! No, no, no, no, no!

She grabs her pistol...

EXT. CROW CAMP - NIGHT

... rolls over and tries to cock the pistol.
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The Crow Woman shushes her.

CROW WOMAN
Shush, girl!

Jane still points her pistol at the woman.

JANE
What do you want?

The Crow Woman looks around. Sees that it’s safe. The Crow
Camp itself is dark.

CROW WOMAN
Bad Bear sent for the man who is
chasing you.

JANE
What!?!

CROW WOMAN
You need to leave. Now.

They hear Clarence and his men approaching on horseback.

The Crow Woman bolts, and Jane scrambles back into the...

INT. TENT - NIGHT

Jane grabs Two Guns by the scruff of his jacket and shakes
him awake.

JANE
Uncle! Get up! Get up!

Two Guns wakes, shoves her off.

TWO GUNS
What is it?

JANE
Clarence is coming!

Two Guns scrambles up, grabs his gunbelt, and they’re out of
the tent.

EXT. CROW CAMP - NIGHT

They race to their horses, mount up, and they’re off and
away, leaving the Crow reservation behind.
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A moment later, Clarence and the deputies come up the
reservation entrance, trampling the tent and fire.

CLARENCE
After them!

They continue the chase.

EXT. TRAIL - NIGHT

Jane and Two Guns tear along, head for the woods.

EXT. CROW CAMP - NIGHT

While the deputies give chase, Clarence slows his horse as
he draws his WINCHESTER which is fitted with a long SCOPE.

He cocks the Winchester, aims, FIRES.

EXT. TRAIL - NIGHT

Two Guns takes the bullet in his right shoulder. The
shoulder is pulp now, a wreck of meat, bone and gristle.

He falls from his horse, hits the ground hard. The femur of
his left leg SNAPS! He cries out in pain.

Jane turns back, gets down from her horse and goes to Two
Guns, who is writhing on the ground.

JANE
Don’t move! You’re...

TWO GUNS
I’m dead. Get the hell out of here!

JANE
No!

She tears open his jacket and looks at the wound.

JANE (cont'd)
Oh god!

TWO GUNS
Get out of here, Jane. Finish this.

JANE
But--
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Two Guns shoves her back and pulls his pistol, cocks it, and
points it right at her.

We can hear Clarence and company in the distance.

TWO GUNS
You get on your god damn horse,
little girl, or I will shoot you dead
where you stand. Go north. To the
river.

JANE
Uncle Two Guns!

TWO GUNS
Go!

She stands, heads to her horse, mounts it, rides off.

Clarence and company are well within shooting range.

The arrive, DEPUTY 10 leading the way. When he’s within a
good distance of Two Guns, he dismounts and

TWO GUNS SHOOTS DEPUTY 10 DEAD.

Two Guns empties his pistol at the others, to no avail. His
shots go wide.

The deputies control their horses, which rear back.
Clarence, however, has his horse under control.

Two Guns struggles to reload his gun. Clarence urges his
horse over, draws his pistol.

CLARENCE
You have no idea what I’m going to do
to that girl.

Two Guns stops. Looks at Clarence, sizing him up.

Two Guns laughs.

TWO GUNS
in English( )

Stupid boy.

Clarence’s face twists up in anger, he aims, and SHOOTS TWO
GUNS IN THE HEAD.

Brains and blood splatter.
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CLARENCE
Let’s go.

EXT. WOODS - NIGHT

Jane and her horse run through the woods.

EXT. WOODS - NIGHT

Clarence and his men aren’t far behind. A moment later, they
are only a few lengths behind Jane.

Jane urges her horse onward, but it’s clear the beast is
tired and not used to this.

Clarence rides up next to Jane, pistol out, and takes aim.
Jane cowers and covers her head. She cries out in fear,
tearing her cheek stitches a little in the process.

Clarence shoots the horse in the head.

Blood spray from the bullet impact hits Jane in the face.
The horse tumbles forward, throwing Jane from its back. Jane
rolls as she hits the ground, and is up and running a moment
later.

She heads off the trail into the dense part of the woods.

Clarence reins in his horse. The deputies do the same.

CLARENCE
After her!

The men try to follow, but they can’t. The horses slow and
their pace is a crawl. They dismount and follow her.
Clarence takes his Winchester.

EXT. WOODS - NIGHT

As she runs along, Jane shoots back from time to time,
emptying her gun. She runs toward a river.

The woods open up to a

EXT. FLOOD PLAIN - NIGHT

The moon overhead is bright, and lights up the land around
her as she makes for the riverbank.
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She sees a FERRY ahead and makes a run for it.

EXT. FLOOD PLAIN - NIGHT

Clarence and company come out of the woods. They spot Jane
and continue the chase. Clarence hangs back.

EXT. FLOOD PLAIN - RIVERBANK - NIGHT

Jane runs along. The waters of the river are swift and
strong.

EXT. FERRY - NIGHT

The ferry is simple. A small wooden HUT, a long PIER, some
smaller ROW BOATS moored along the pier, and the FERRY at
the end of the pier.

Jane spots a ROW BOAT at the end of the pier, and makes her
way to it, top speed.

EXT. FLOOD PLAIN - NIGHT

Clarence stops while his men keep going. He raises the
Winchester, aims...

EXT. PIER - NIGHT

Jane closes in on the row boat.

EXT. FLOOD PLAIN - NIGHT

Clarence fires.

EXT. PIER - NIGHT

The bullet hits Jane in the meat of her right thigh. She
stumbles, tries to regain her balance, but then tumbles into
the river and is swept away.

EXT. FLOOD PLAIN - NIGHT

Clarence’s men reach the pier and move along to where Jane
fell into the waters.
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Clarence watches as Jane’s head bobs up and down, then
disappears from sight.

He lowers the Winchester.

CLARENCE
Let's get that Indian's body. We've
got a show to put on.

EXT. TOWN SQUARE - DAY

A large crowd - easily 200 people, including Benjamin,
Clarence, and a few deputies - has gathered. Nearly everyone
is looking up at the sky. Clarence looks at the ground.

They all look at Two Guns' body, which hangs by the ropes
from the pole. He looks like a marionette. His body is a
mess of broken bones and a half missing skull.

Benjamin pulls a piece of paper out of his inside coat
pocket, unfolds it.

BENJAMIN
reading( )

For the crimes of murder, robbery,
and assault, this here Indian was
sentenced to die! And die he did!

The crowd cheers. Benjamin throws the paper into the air in
celebration.

We see JANE, in a dull brown SARAPE, face covered with a
scarf, hat pulled low over her eyes. Water skin slung over
her shoulder. She looks straight ahead.

Jane pulls out her pistol, opens the chamber. She’s shot all
the rounds.

She closes the chamber, holsters the gun, and makes her way
out of the crowd. She runs down the street.

EXT. STREET - DAY

Jane makes her way past passersby, spies a HORSE tied up in
front of a store.

She makes her way over, unties the reins, pulls herself up,
and rides off, heading north out of town.
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INT. SHERIFF'S OFFICE - DAY

Benjamin and Clarence enter. Benjamin pushes past Clarence
and sits at the desk. Clarence stands to the side by the
front door.

BENJAMIN
You didn’t see her body?

CLARENCE
She was in the river.

BENJAMIN
But you didn’t see her body.

CLARENCE
Father--

BENJAMIN
I have a lot of money riding on this,
boy. I cannot afford to have some...
some killer... roaming around and
threatening all I have built. All I
have gained!

CLARENCE
She’s only a girl.

BENJAMIN
Who has managed to kill a number of
your most experienced deputies! Don’t
tell me this “girl” is not a threat.

CLARENCE
I guarantee you, father, a week from
now, some fisherman or ferry boat
captain is going to drag her bloated
corpse from the water. We’ll know her
by the smile on her face.

Benjamin looks out the window as the crowd disperses.

BENJAMIN
You’re sure?

CLARENCE
I’m sure.

The look in Clarence’s eyes says otherwise.
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EXT. TWO GUNS’ CAMP - NIGHT

The stripes on Jane's shoulder have bled badly, but we can
still make them out.

Jane digs into the earth to get to Two Guns’ trunk. She uses
a plank of wood. Each time she jams the plank into the dirt,
she winces in pain. Some blood pulses from the leg wound,
which she has bound up with cloth.

She stops, looks at the bloody mess of her leg.

EXT. RIVER - NIGHT

Jane, naked, cleans the blood from the wounds in her leg.
It’s a flesh wound, but it’s not pretty by any definition.

EXT. TWO GUNS’ CAMP - NIGHT

Dressed in her top and jacket, she sits by the fire - facing
away from the flames - with a stick of wood in her mouth.
She SEWS UP THE WOUNDS in her leg.

EXT. TWO GUNS’ CAMP - NIGHT

She opens the water skin, takes a long pull. Winces at the
taste. Closes it, sets it down. Waits.

EXT. TWO GUNS’ CAMP - NIGHT

Now completely dressed, she does her best to sew up her
cheeks. There is a bit on her right cheek that she can’t
completely sew up. You can SEE HER MOLARS.

EXT. TWO GUNS’ CAMP - NIGHT

She rolls on the ground, clutching her stomach, moaning and
crying out in pain. She kicks off her pants.

EXT. TWO GUNS’ CAMP - MORNING

She lays by the open trunk. She’s looked better. She's
sweating, but it seems the worst of the pain is over. In the
trunk are a revolver, Two Guns' and her father's coup
sticks, ammo, and two DAGUERROTYPES.
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She picks up the daguerrotypes: The first is of her mother,
father and herself when she was a small child. The second is
of Two Guns when he was in the Army, at attention, in
uniform, holding his rifle.

She puts the daguerrotypes in her inside jacket pocket over
her heart.

EXT. TWO GUNS’ CAMP - DAY

She aims the Colt at a tree. Cocks it. Aims. Squeezes the
trigger.

Click.

Again. Cock, aim, squeeze.

Click.

She checks it. It needs to be cleaned.

EXT. TWO GUNS’ CAMP - DAY

Jane cleans the pistol.

EXT. TWO GUNS’ CAMP - DAY

She cocks the Colt, aims at the tree, squeezes the trigger.
Bang!

Again. Cock, aim, squeeze. Bang!

She’s happy. Her smile hurts, and she winces.

EXT. TOWN SQUARE - NIGHT

Two Guns’ body watches over the town square.

It’s quiet out there. Lights are out. The only illumination
comes from the Sheriff’s office.

EXT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - NIGHT

We can see through the front window DEPUTY 11 and DEPUTY 12
inside. One behind the desk. The other seated across from
him.
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INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - NIGHT

A kerosene lamp between them, the two deputies shoot the
shit to kill a long and lonely night.

DEPUTY 11
Turns out, he was makin’ time with
his wife.

DEPUTY 12
Really!?

DEPUTY 11
Indeed!

DEPUTY 12
Well, how about--

The front window CRACKS. A bullet hits the desk, sending
splinters everywhere.

Deputies 11 and 12 draw their pistols, take cover behind the
desk.

We see JANE through the window, pistol raised and ready to
fire. She comes to the front door, favoring her wounded leg.

Deputy 11 fires. Hits the door. Jane ducks back, comes to
the window, shoots through it.

The bullets hit the desk, sending more splinters into the
air.

Deputies 11 and 12 are up, fire back as they makes their way
to the cell block in the back.

Jane comes through the front door, fires after them.

INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - CELL BLOCK - NIGHT

Deputies 11 and 12 runs down the block and out the back
door.

INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - NIGHT

Jane stops shooting. Goes to the gun cabinet, grabs a
WINCHESTER RIFLE, and all the ammo she can.
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INT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - NIGHT

She smashes the furniture, gathers some of it up and takes
it out.

EXT. TOWN SQUARE - NIGHT

The broken furniture is piled up at the base of the pole.
Two Guns' COUP STICK is staked in the ground a few feet in
front of the pole.

Jane stands at the base, KEROSENE LAMP in hand.

She looks up at Two Guns.

Two Guns’ corpse looks back.

JANE
I’m sorry, Uncle Two Guns. I wish you
were here. I’m gonna finish it
tonight.

DEPUTY 12
Stop!

Jane turns to face Deputies 11 and 12. They have their
pistols drawn.

DEPUTY 12 (cont'd)
Put down the lamp. I swear to God,
I'll--

She tosses the lamp on the furniture. It bursts open and
spreads flame over the wood. The fire blazes immediately.

Deputy 11 raises his gun, cocks it.

Jane turns, her gun in hand.

Deputy 11 shoots at her, wings her right shoulder.

She shoots him in the chest.

She touches her shoulder. There's not much blood. Then she
looks at Deputy 12.

JANE
in English( )

Tell the mayor and the sheriff that
I’m on my way.

Deputy 12 doesn’t quite know what to do.
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JANE (cont'd)
in English( )

Go on.

He hesitates, but then turns and trots off to get a horse
from the Sheriff’s office.

Jane approaches the fire, picks up a burning chair leg.

As Deputy 12 rides off, she approaches the Sheriff’s office.

EXT. SHERIFF’S OFFICE - NIGHT

She takes the chair leg to the front window and lights the
curtains on fire.

Then, she tosses the burning chair leg into the corner and
walks away.

INT. LANGE RANCH HOUSE - DEN - NIGHT

Deputy 12 has finished his tale.

Benjamin is angry. Clarence looks concerned.

CLARENCE
You sure it was her?

DEPUTY 12
Yes, sir. She had the smile.

CLARENCE
All right, go out and stand with the
others. Keep an eye out for her.

Deputy 12 leaves.

Benjamin turns to Clarence.

BENJAMIN
You promised me that girl was dead!
You said that some ferry captain
would find her bloated corpse within
a week!

CLARENCE
I was wrong.
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BENJAMIN
Wrong!? Wrong!?! This girl is going
to kill us, Clarence. She’s going to
kill us dead.

Clarence bristles. Nevertheless...

CLARENCE
I’m sorry.

Benjamin turns away and shakes his head.

BENJAMIN
Sorry ain’t gonna cut it this time,
Clarence. God damn! I never should
have made you sheriff. You are
clearly not cut out for it.

Clarence PUNCHES Benjamin in the back of the head. Benjamin
stumbles and falls.

Clarence stands over his father.

CLARENCE
You aren’t the one out there running
her down! You sit at home and count
your money! Well, I may be doing all
the killing, but you are the one with
blood on his hands.

Benjamin pushes himself up...

BENJAMIN
How dare you--

... but before he can rise, Clarence KICKS him.

The older man falls back, but instead of retaliating, he
stops. Wipes blood from his mouth.

BENJAMIN (cont'd)
You’re right. You’re right.

CLARENCE
She’s coming for us. No doubt. But we
can kill her.

BENJAMIN
With all due respect, my boy, but she
has slaughtered most of your men--
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CLARENCE
Her uncle did all that work. All she
did was finish off our men. She can’t
do this on her own.

EXT. ROAD - NIGHT

Jane rides along. She stops her horse, then takes out a
small TELESCOPE and looks through it.

JANE'S POV:

She sees the Lange Ranch House, lights on, the deputies
surrounding it.

END POV.

She collapses the telescope, puts it away, dismounts, and
heads into the wooded around surrounding the house.

EXT. LANGE RANCH HOUSE - NIGHT

Clarence stands in front of the house, hand on the butt of
his pistol. He surveys his remaining deputies. They stand
before him, green as new grass, but they look confident.

CLARENCE
I need you all to make sure this
house is secure. The woman you are
watching out for is an Indian from
the Crow tribe, goes by the name of
Jane Cornelle. She is armed and
dangerous! If you can take her alive,
do so! But do not be afraid to kill
her dead. Do I make myself clear!?!

DEPUTIES
Yes, sir!

CLARENCE
Good. Now get to your positions.

The deputies break and start to head out. Clarence turns
goes inside.

The deputies watch the darkness.

EXT. LANGE RANCH HOUSE - WOODED AREA - NIGHT

Jane kneels by a tree, rifle at the ready.
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EXT. LANGE RANCH HOUSE - NIGHT

JANE (O.S.)
You can go home!

The deputies look around. They draw their guns.

JANE (O.S.) (cont'd)
You all know what I can do! If you
drop your guns and leave quietly,
you'll get out of here alive.

The deputies look at each other, each one looking to the
other to figure out what to do. Deputy 12 holsters his
revolver, and the others do, too.

Except DEPUTY 13. He tightens his grip on his revolver.

DEPUTY 13
To hell with you!

DEPUTY 12
No!

Deputy 13 fires into the darkness.

EXT. LANGE RANCH HOUSE - WOODED AREA - NIGHT

Jane watches. The shots don't even come close to her. She
raises her rifle.

EXT. LANGE RANCH HOUSE - NIGHT

There's a POP, and Deputy 13 takes a bullet in his right
shoulder. He goes down. Some of the others run away. Deputy
12 goes to help.

Deputy 13 takes another shot at Jane.

EXT. LANGE RANCH HOUSE - WOODED AREA - NIGHT

This shot goes wide, too. But it's closer. Jane raises the
rifle, squeezes the trigger.

EXT. LANGE RANCH HOUSE - NIGHT

We hear a light POP in the distance.
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A bullet hits Deputy 13 in the right thigh. He falls, crying
out in pain.

The others start to scramble.

Deputy 12 holds up his pistol to show that he won't fire it.

DEPUTY 12
We're going! We're going!

He grabs Deputy 13 under the arm, and drags him comrade
away.

INT. LANGE RANCH HOUSE - FOYER - NIGHT

A LARGE FOYER. The floor is hardwood. The room is dark, lit
by a gas. In the back, two staircases that lead to a 2nd
floor balcony.

There are DOORS to the right and left, and one ahead under
the balcony.

Benjamin comes out from the right hand door. He sees
Clarence looking out the window from a safe distance.

BENJAMIN
What in God’s name is going on out
there!?!

Clarence takes his father by the arm and leads him to the
back of the foyer under the balcony.

CLARENCE
She’s here.

BENJAMIN
And why haven’t your men taken care
of her!?!

Through the window, Benjamin sees Deputies 12 and 13 limp
away from the house.

BENJAMIN (cont'd)
What are they doing?

CLARENCE
Running away.

BENJAMIN
God damn it.

Benjamin turns heads through the door under the balcony.
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CLARENCE
Father! No!

But it’s no use.

EXT. LANGE RANCH HOUSE - STABLE YARD - NIGHT

Large, open space. You can see troughs, and hitching posts
and whatnot. The STABLE in the back is large and
extravagant. Again, speaking to new money.

Benjamin moves as fast as he can to the

INT. LANGE RANCH HOUSE - STABLE - NIGHT

Benjamin runs into the stable. There are 10 stalls here.
Only a few are occupied.

He grabs a SADDLE, goes to closest stall, opens the gate and
saddles up the horse.

EXT. LANGE RANCH HOUSE - NIGHT

Jane comes into the clearing in front of the house,
reloading her Winchester. She makes her way toward the house
when...

... Benjamin races around the corner on his horse. He blazes
past Jane, urging his horse on.

Jane collects herself, raises her Winchester as she cocks
it, and - BOOM! - shoots the horse.

The horse goes down. Benjamin is thrown and he hits the
ground HARD.

The horse struggles up, but collapses. Benjamin drags
himself away from the beast. He struggles for breath.

Jane approaches and stops by the horse. The horse’s leg is
broken. It’s bad. She cocks the Winchester and shoots the
horse in the head, killing it instantly.

BENJAMIN
No! Please! No! I’m sorry! I’m sorry!
I’m sorry! I’m sorry! Your father was
a good man! He was! I’m sorry! I’m
sorry!
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JANE
Shut up.

She smashes Benjamin in the face with the butt of the rifle.
He goes down and starts to crawl away.

She drops the rifle, stomps on his legs to stop him, and
then kicks the man over.

She lays into him, punching him over and over again. It’s
work, but there’s satisfaction in it. Benjamin doesn’t put
up a fight.

Soon, Benjamin is a bloody mess. Jane lets him drop, and
stands.

Benjamin whimpers, starts to crawl away.

She undoes her belt, grips it tight in her hands.

She steps on the center of his back, pushes him to the
ground. Then, she loops the belt around his neck and

PULLS IT TIGHT.

He gags and tries to get his fingers under the leather.

For a second she lets the belt go a bit slack. Benjamin gets
a ragged breath. Then she pulls it even tighter.

Benjamin flails his arms, trying to get to her. But to no
avail. The flailing lessens.

And lessens.

And lessens.

And stops.

Once she’s sure he’s dead, Jane lets Benjamin’s body drop.
She puts on the belt as she turns to the house.

Once she’s buckled, she picks up the Winchester, checks to
see how many shells she has left.

Satisfied, she heads to the house, rifle at the ready.

INT. LANGE RANCH HOUSE - FOYER - NIGHT

She enters the house from the front door - enters the LARGE
FOYER.
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After taking a moment to consider the room - where is that
bastard? - she heads to the door under the balcony.

Once Jane is through the door, Clarence comes out onto the
balcony. He checks for her, and then comes down the stairs.

Instead of following her, he goes to the door on the left.

INT. LANGE RANCH HOUSE - DINING ROOM - NIGHT

This room is dark, lit by a pair of lamps. A LONG TABLE sits
in the middle of the room, and it speaks to the Lange's new
money.

There are three more DOORS, one on each wall. She eyes the
door at the far end of the room - the door to the kitchen.
She makes her way along the left side of the table.

As she passes the door on the left

CLARENCE BURSTS THROUGH!

Jane jerks to the side, holds the Winchester up to protect
herself.

Clarence grabs the Winchester, and wrestles it away from
her.

CLARENCE
God damn you!

He shoves her onto the table, tosses the rifle aside and
starts laying into her. She does her best to lessen the
impact of his punches.

He takes her by the hair, drags her down the length of the
table, and

THROWS HER THROUGH THE KITCHEN DOORS!

INT. LANGE RANCH HOUSE - KITCHEN - NIGHT

Large room, counters along the walls, pantry in the back,
large butcher block/prep table in the center of the room.

Pots and pans hang from a rack on the ceiling. Knives in a
block on the butcher block.

On the butcher block/prep table, a few IRON SKILLETS.
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Jane TUMBLES into the room, HITS the floor. She rolls over
and starts to crawl/scramble away.

Clarence bursts in after her, starts kicking her as hard as
he can, especially working on her wounded leg.

Jane curls into a ball.

CLARENCE
No you don’t!

He kneels down, batting her arms away from her face, forcing
himself between her legs. He PUNCHES her in the face,
tearing the stitches in her left cheek.

Again, he picks her up by the hair and throws her on the
large butcher block/prep table.

He climbs up after her, turns her on her back, wraps his
hands around her throat, and starts choking her.

Jane gags, tries to pry Clarence’s fingers from her throat.
No luck there. She’s losing it.

She flails around, looking for something, knocks over a
knife block onto the floor - god damn it - and finally rests
her hand on the handle of an iron skillet.

She grabs a large cast iron skillet and SMASHES CLARENCE IN
THE SIDE OF THE HEAD.

Clarence’s hands fall from Jane’s neck, and he falls from
the table. He hits the floor hard. But he’s up, rubbing his
head.

Jane gets up, coughs, and smashes him in the head again.

Now he’s down. He starts to crawl away, shaking his head to
clear it.

Jane tosses the skillet aside, draws her pistol, and shoots
out Clarence’s knees as he tries to escape.

She holsters her pistol and goes to the prep table. She goes
to a large spindle of COOKING TWINE and starts to unwind a
lot of it.

Clarence drags himself along the floor toward the back door.

Jane notices Clarence’s attempted escape, puts down the
twine, draws her pistol, comes up, plants a foot in his back
and shoves him down.
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JANE
You’re not leaving.

CLARENCE
What are you gonna do to me, Jane?

She kneels down, knee in the small of his back, and shoots
out his right elbow. Clarence cries out in pain.

JANE
Don’t try that again.

She stands, holsters her pistol, gets the twine. She goes
back, kicks him over onto his back. He’s losing blood and
starting to turn pale.

Jane binds Clarence’s wrists with the twine.

CLARENCE
Why are you doing this, Jane? I love
you. You know that.

She binds the wounds, tying tourniquets with the twine.

CLARENCE (cont'd)
I wanted to marry you. Have children.
A boy and a girl, I think. At least.
We’d make beautiful children.

She doesn’t pay him any attention.

Jane looks him over, see if there’s anything else that needs
tying up.

CLARENCE (cont'd)
I don’t care that you’re an Indian
woman. A lot of other men would. But
I don’t.

Once he’s tied up, he asks...

CLARENCE (cont'd)
You gonna shoot me now?

JANE
No.

She gags him, and draws her knife.

She’s very methodical.

We only see her face.

(CONTINUED)
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We hear what she does. Slices. Chops. Another three
gunshots. We hear Clarence cry out in pain. A lot.

FADE TO BLACK.

EXT. TOWN SQUARE - MORNING

A BLACK SCREEN.

EYES FLUTTER OPEN, revealing TOWNSFOLK peering down on
someone. The towns folk GASP.

BEARDED MAN
He’s alive!

The townsfolk chatter amongst themselves. Whatever they're
looking at, it's absolutely amazing.

Now we see what they see: CLARENCE, propped up against the
pole, eviscerated, but somehow still very much alive.

His knees, ankles, and elbows have been shot out, and TWINE
has been applied as a TOURNIQUET.

A WAD OF COTTON CLOTH has been stuffed into his mouth. Blood
stains his the lower part of his face and chin, and the
front of his shirt.

A crude bandage has been tied tightly around his pelvis,
looped around his crotch, also stained heavily with blood.

He GLARES. He tries to move his body, but there’s not much
he can do anymore. He falls on his face. He continues to try
to move himself.

PROPER LADY
Someone help him!

BEARDED MAN
This man needs a doctor!

Clarence groans. He’s trying to talk.

CLARENCE
Ki... meh...

The bearded man kneels down and tries to help Clarence roll
onto his back. Clarence cries out in pain.

CLARENCE (cont'd)
Ki... meh... Ki... meh... Ki...
meh... Ki... meh!!!

CONTINUED: (3)
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EXT. HILL - MORNING

Jane sits on her horse looking over the town. She puts away
her telescope.

She takes up her reins and turns the horse to go and sees...

...a COYOTE ambles into view.

She stops the horse.

The coyote looks at her. She looks back.

She draws the Winchester from its scabbard, cocks it,
aims...

CUT TO BLACK
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